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WHO’SWHO

Saab ‘Driver’ is published bi-monthly by The Saab Owners Club of Great Britain Ltd

DISPLAY ADVERTISING IN THE SAAB ‘DRIVER’
Anyone in the business of selling goods or services related to the motor industry can advertise in ‘Driver’. 
If Members can recommend a service or would like to suggest a potential advertiser please contact our Sales
Executive:
Kay Scott
KJS Advertising  Tel: 01943 461679
E-mail: kjsadvertising@btinternet.com

MEMBERSHIP TEAM NUMBER: 01954 232810 – 9.00AM TO 5.00PM – MONDAY TO FRIDAY

CONTRIBUTIONS
Please send your contributions to: 
‘DRIVER’ Editor, DAVE GARNETT,
Gorsey Field House, Birtle, Bury, BL9 6UD. 
E-mail: editor@saabclub.co.uk

For information, and ALL articles, Branch
Organisers’ reports, Post Bag, Sport, etc. 
(See above for address.)

Technical queries for Car Clinic, Richard
Elliott. (See Car Clinic for details.)

Register articles to respective Registrars. 
(See individual Register Pages.)

Classified Advertisements 
– see details on page 62.

Copy should be submitted either by e-mail or on
CD or DVD, either in PC or AppleMac format,
along with a hard copy for reference where
possible. Photographs should be undamaged and
of a good quality and, if supplied digitally, be of a
high resolution for print, either 300dpi or taken
at the highest resolution setting on your camera.

DEADLINE DATES FOR
CONTRIBUTORS
July/Aug 2010 ISSUE: 21st May 2010
Sept/Oct 2010 ISSUE: 23rd July 2010

Disclaimer
The Club welcomes contributions to ‘Driver’, but reserves the right to amend them where necessary. All contributions,
whether they bear names, initials or pseudonyms, are accepted on the understanding that the author is responsible for the
opinions expressed and that they do not necessarily reflect or comply with those of the Club, publisher or editor. Although
every care is taken, the Club, publisher and editor cannot be held responsible for loss or damage to material submitted.
Whilst every care is taken to ensure contents are accurate, the Club, publisher and editor assume no responsibility for any
effects arising from errors or omissions. Acceptance of material is not a guarantee of publication in any particular issue, since
space is at a premium. The Club, publisher and editor cannot guarantee to return original material and photographs.

CLUB VALUATION SCHEME
The Club Valuation Scheme is continuing to provide a very important service to Club Members. However, I would like to
remind everyone that the purpose of the scheme is to provide The Valuation Service for any model of Saab which qualifies
for an ‘Agreed Value’ Insurance Policy. To obtain a Valuation please request a form, return this along with a series of good
quality photographs showing all aspects of the vehicle. The Valuation will be issued soon after receipt of the information, but
please remember that if there is any doubt due to lack of information or poor quality photographs the Valuation may be
withheld. Finally, can I please emphasise that Valuations cannot be provided for cars less than ten years old, and are not
based on resale value.

Ken Dover
Manor Heath, Manor Brow, Keswick, Cumbria CA12 4AP 

FOR CLUB MEMBERSHIP, RENEWALS, CHANGE OF ADDRESS, 
CLUB QUERIES 
Contact the Membership Team on:
Tel: 01954 232810   Fax: 01954 232106   E-mail: membership@saabclub.co.uk

POSTAL ADDRESS
PO Box 1063, Octagon House, Swavesey, Cambridge, CB24 4YR.

Club Insurance Schemes. Tel: 0800 298 4071

IMPORTANT
Please quote your Membership Number on ALL correspondence

Designed and produced by
MYPEC, The Old Pottery, Fulneck, Pudsey, Leeds LS28 8NT
Tel: 0113 255 6866  E-mail: info@mypec.co.uk  www.mypec.co.uk
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STEERINGWHEEL

THE NATIONAL 2010
23-25 JULY
BATH RACECOURSE

FULL DETAILS AND BOOKING FORM ON PAGES 32-34

The news from Saab now is very positive with orders being
accepted for new cars, I was informed by a dealer sales
representative that they are expecting showroom deliveries of
the new 9-5 in May.

There continues to be a shortage of used Saabs, and I predict
that this situation will be more acute next year if you want a
used three-year-old model – this is due to the very low volume
of new cars sold last year.

This will lead to higher used car prices and shortages for
some considerable time, there are still some bargains around
for 2007 models, but I suspect the prices will soon start to rise.

Iain Hodcroft and I thought it may a good time to arrange a
trip to Sweden in late October, and if we can take a party of 80
people it looks like we can arrange a trip flying from Manchester
for around £300 per person, including three nights hotel
accommodation (this cost could be reduced by £100 if cheaper
accommodation is used).

It is proposed that there would be a Saab factory and
musuem visit plus lots of other sightseeing opportunities, cost
of meals are not included.

If you like to join us in Sweden please contact Iain or myself
for further details.

On page 22 there are many events organised and you will
also find the booking form and details of the National at Bath in

this issue on pages 32-34, our thanks go to Robin, Alex and the
Members from South West Saab for organising this event.

I am pleased to let you know that Vanessa Hehir has taken over
as Finance Director from Keith Copperwheat. Keith will remain on
the Board as Company Secretary and also assist with the general
management of the Club. We all thank him for his contribution as
Finance Director and wish Vanessa success in her new position.

The Peaks and Dales route is now finalised, and will include a
visit to Cauldwell flour mill at Rowsley, and a craft tour at Denby
pottery, Ripley. It is not to late to join us, please ring or e-mail
me for a booking form.

I hope to see you during 2010 at some of the events around
the country, if you can support the organisers in any way
contact them directly, I am sure they would appreciate any 
help you can give.

Richard Elliott

Will Members please update
their details and e-mail

addresses when renewing 
their Membership
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Orpington Saab
Full service only £95.00
Free collection & delivery 
anywhere on the South coast
Free courtesy cars available
Service also includes wash & vacuum

New & used spares
we will better any price

Mail order service available • All major credit cards accepted

Tel: 01959 574737 Mob: 07956 458323
Orpington Saab, Tatsfield Garage, 7 Paynesfield Road, Tatsfield, Westerham, Kent TN16 2AT

www.orpingtonsaab.co.uk
MAY/JUNE 2010 7

For The Best Saab Car Insurance 
A FRESH APPROACH

180 High Street, Kelvedon 
Colchester, Essex CO5 9JD
Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Services Authority

Tel: 01376 573033 
or Tel: 01621 840400

Call 01376 573033
• Various Annual Mileage Options

• Includes Full Cover 
  throughout Europe

• Free Breakdown & Recovery 
 within UK & Europe

• Cover Available for NI Residents

• Multi-Vehicle Discounts

• Discounts for Club Membership

• Free Agreed Value

• Laid-Up Cover

• No Excess on windscreen/glass 
 repair or replacement

• Free Glass Etching

• Salvage Retention Option

• Immediate Cover if paid by 
 Credit/Debit Card

• Household Scheme available  
 with Car Parts/Accessories  
 Cover with a 10% Discount  
 for Existing Policyholders

• Friendly, Polite & Personal Service

Terms and conditions apply. 

www.peterbestinsurance.co.uk
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Positioned by Saab as its top-of-the-line contender in the
premium saloon segment, the all-new 9-5 is the most
technically advanced car ever produced by the company. In
addition to owning a very well-equipped vehicle, customers will
gain a driving experience that matches the excitement of Saab’s
bold Scandinavian design language.

The range of high-tech features on offer includes: an aircraft
inspired head-up information display (HUD), adaptive
headlights (Bi-xenon Smart Beam), MP3/iPod integration,
Harman Kardon audio system, DAB radio, adaptive cruise
control, DriveSense adaptive chassis with continuous damping
control, keyless entry and starting, dual-zone climate control,
adaptive parking assistance, and XWD with electronic LSD – the
industry-leading all-wheel-drive system.

The all-turbo powertrain line-up carries forward Saab’s
rightsizing engine strategy, focusing on responsible
performance through the development of highly efficient four-
cylinder turbo engines. Starting at 1.6-litres (180PS) all
transmissions are six speed and with diesel power, CO2

emissions as low as 139 g/km are also on offer.

The full new 9-5 model range pricing in the UK is as follows:

Trim Fuel Engine On-the-Road

Vector SE Diesel 2.0TiD 160PS £26,495

2.0TTiD 190PS MY11 £28.495

Petrol 1.6T 180PS MY11 £26,695

2.0T 220PS £28,195

Aero Diesel 2.0TTiD 190PS MY11 £31,495

Petrol 2.0T 220PS £31,195

2.8T 300PS £37,995

The new Saab 9-5 features a generous array of standard
equipment across the range. There are two levels of specification:

Vector SE
The ‘Vector SE’ specification is the starting point for 9-5
ownership, and is available to order with the 2.0-litre TiD diesel
engine or the 2.0-litre petrol engine. A 1.6T petrol and 2.0TTiD
twin turbo diesel engine will be available to order from mid-
2010. Highlights include leather/textile comfort seats, auto
dimming interior mirror, AUX and USB sockets with MP3/iPod
integration, bluetooth phone integration system, heated front
seats, keyless push button engine start/stop, park assist (front
and rear), rain sensor windscreen wipers, 17” alloy wheels,
electronic climate control (dual zone) and cruise control.

Aero
Saab customers can opt for the higher Aero specification with
prices starting at £31,195 for the 2.0T petrol engine, alongside
the flagship 2.8T petrol engine with XWD. The 2.0TTiD twin
turbo diesel engine is also available to order from mid-2010. In
addition to the Vector SE’s standard features, highlights include
19” alloy wheels, Aero front and rear bumpers, twin exposed
tailpipes, bi-xenon headlights, headlight washers, dual electric
seats, leather sport seats, alloy pedals and sport chassis.

UK Managing Director, Jonathan Nash, said: “We are very
excited about the new 9-5 and we are confident it will be a
great success for our dealers in the UK. The new Saab 9-5
combines the emotional appeal of a contemporary, modern
Saab with all the rational appeal of a spacious five-seater
premium saloon, with high levels of standard equipment,
innovative functional features and competitive pricing.”

The Saab 9-5 will be built at Saab’s home plant in Trollhättan,
where it has been engineered and chiefly developed.

Find out more about the new Saab 9-5 at www.saab.co.uk

THE NEW 9-5
Saab’s new 9-5 enters the UK market priced at just £26,495 OTR for the 2.0TiD 160PS
Vector SE model, making it a highly competitive proposition for buyers in the premium
saloon sector. 
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Production at the Trollhättan plant was originally halted for
seven weeks. Now, following the purchase of Saab Automobile
AB by Spyker Cars NV, the first cars to be built by Saab as an
independent company will soon be delivered to customers.

“Resumption of production is a milestone in the history of our
company,” said Jan Åke Jonsson. “We are up and running as an
independent manufacturer and I am delighted to share the
experience on the line alongside our workforce. They have shown
tremendous commitment to the company and we are all now
focused on ramping up production to meet customer demand.”

First on the line was an all-new Saab 9-5 Saloon, destined to
join a test fleet prior to the model’s official launch later this
year. Further down the line was a Saab Convertible, now also
being produced in Trollhättan as part of the concentration of
Saab operations in Sweden. With the introduction of the new 
9-5 SportWagon next year, a total of five model lines will be
produced at the plant.

“We have a highly flexible, world-class facility here at
Trollhättan,” said Plant Director, Gunnar Brunius. “Our ability to
build so many different models in one location improves plant
utilisation and will deliver valuable efficiency gains. With these
state-of-the-art facilities and a dedicated workforce, we are in
excellent shape.”

Victor Muller, CEO of Spyker Cars, said: “Everyone at Saab
has worked extremely hard to reach this important point.
Production restarted with a new 9-5 first down the line – a
fitting symbol that a new era has begun.”

Start of a

NEW 
ERA
The production lines at Saab Automobile’s
state-of-the-art Trollhättan plant began rolling
again, heralding a new era for the Swedish
premium car-maker as an independent
company. To mark the occasion, Saab
Automobile CEO Jan Åke Jonsson, Spyker
Cars CEO Victor Muller and Trollhättan Plant
Director Gunnar Brunius took up positions on
the line alongside assembly workers as the first
batch of cars was built.

MAY/JUNE 2010 9
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All New Saab 9-5 Saloon
The all-new 9-5 Saloon, due to go on sale later this year, was the
centrepiece of the Saab stand. Celebrating the start of a new
chapter in the history of the company as an independent car
manufacturer. Saab’s distinctive new flagship brings a fresh,
alternative choice to the premium saloon segment.

Saab 9-3X
Also featured at the show, the Saab 9-3X is the ideal alternative to
large and heavy crossovers or SUVs. With distinctive looks, a
versatile Sport Wagon body, higher stance and advanced all-wheel
drive technology, the 9-3X also offers excellent fuel efficiency.

Saab 9-3 Convertible
Another highlight was the Saab 9-3 Convertible, the product of
more than 25 years’ experience in designing soft-top cars that
are as stylish as they are practical. Now being built for the first
time at Saab’s state-of-the-art production facility in Sweden,
more than 250,000 Saab Convertibles have been sold worldwide.

Historic Recreation
Saab celebrated its first major victory in international motor
sport by showing a replica of the Saab 93 saloon which won the
Finnish 1,000 Lakes Rally in 1957, at the Geneva Motor Show.

With Erik ‘Mr Saab’ Carlsson at the wheel, this historic victory
brought international recognition for the Saab brand. It also
pre-staged back-to-back Monte Carlo and a hat-trick of RAC
Rally victories that Carlsson would achieve in the early 1960s.

Powered by a 748cc, three cylinder engine, but weighing only

810 kilos, the Saab 93’s agile handling enabled it to embarrass
far more powerful, larger cars. It established a winning ‘David
beats Goliath’ formula that was to be a cornerstone of Saab’s
rallying success.

The Saab 93 is now about to see competition action again.
The car on show – from Saab’s car museum in Trollhättan,
Sweden – will be driven by Spyker Cars CEO, Victor Muller, on
Italy’s historic Mille Miglia road race in May. He will be joined by
Saab Automobile CEO, Jan Åke Jonsson, at the wheel of another
Saab 93. Both will be following, at a more leisurely pace, in the
wheel tracks of the 1000 Lakes winner, which won its class in
the same event back in 1957.

Both cars will follow the tracks of the original Mille Miglia
750cc class winners. This time it will, however, take place at a
more leisurely pace, than when Charlie Lohmander and Harald
Kronegård, drove their Saab 93 in 1957.

“Unique cars like the 93 are a key part of the Saab brand’s
wonderful heritage,” said Victor Muller. “I shall enjoy driving it
and being able to share in some of Saab’s history.”

Between 1955 and 1960, 52,731 Saab 93s were built at
Trollhättan. Its frontal styling introduced a new face for Saab,
carried forward by the 96 saloon and 95 station wagon which
stayed in production until 1980.

Technical data: Saab 93, 1957, 
Group 2 competition regulations:
Engine: 3-cylinder, 2-stroke engine, 

748cc Solex 40 AI carburetor

Power: 55hp/DIN/5.500rpm 
(Standard 33hp/DIN/4200rpm

Transmission: Front-wheel drive, ¾ speed manual
gearbox, freewheel, steering column shift

Body/chassis Unitary: Front suspension: double A-arms, coil
springs, anti-roll bar

Rear suspension rigid, U-shaped rear
axle, coil springs. Drum brakes all-round.

Dimensions (mm): Length 4,010, Width 1,570, Height
1450mm

Wheelbase: 2.488

Track front/rear: 1,220

Weight: 810kg

Performance: 0-60km/h: 13 seconds. 
Top speed 93mph

Saab attended the Geneva Motor Show one week after its future as an independent
premium car-maker was secured following the completion of its purchase from General
Motors by Spyker Cars NV. This transaction signals the start of an exciting new era for the
brand with the launch of three new products; the 9-5 Saloon, the 9-5 Sport Wagon and the
9-4X – planned over the next 16 months.

SAABNEWS
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2010Saab at
GENEVA 
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Neil Greig, IAM Director of Policy and
Research, said: “Potholes form and get
worse after icy spells as water gets into
small cracks in the roads, expanding as
it freezes and forcing the tarmac apart.

“For this reason, roads will
increasingly start to show signs of
damage as the weather warms up.

“As well as worrying about your
vehicle, with potholes being a major
cause of suspension failure, drivers
should be particularly conscious of
cyclists and motorcyclists trying to get
past a pothole and give them a wide
berth. They are entitled to a wobble
and would appreciate not having a
motorist attempting to overtake just as
they avoid a hole in the road,” added
Mr Greig.

More pothole advice 
from the IAM:
• Leave plenty of room between you

and the vehicle in front so that you
can see the road surface before you
drive or ride on it

• If you do hit a pothole accidentally,
make a point of checking your tyres
once you’ve stopped. Check the inner
as well as the outer tyre wall, which
may have been damaged as a result

• Avoid suddenly pulling out to avoid a
hole – you might discover that there
is a motorcyclist trying to get past
you, or encounter an oncoming
vehicle

• Bikers and cyclists need to look well
ahead and change direction early so
they have time to deal with the holes,

and so that their movements don’t
cause surprise to other road users

• Potholes tend to reappear in the
same place again and again as
previous repairs fail – remember
where you saw one and expect it to
be there again

• Be extra vigilant on roads with lots of
lorries and also around bus stops.
Extra pressure is put on the road
surface wherever heavy vehicles stop,
start or turn

“Always make a point of reporting a
pothole to the local authority as an early
repair could prevent a future accident,
although councils are reluctant to carry
out permanent repairs until the winter
conditions subside,” Mr Greig added.

IAM

POTHOLES
With potholes estimated to cost motorists £320 million every year, and more potholes than
ever appearing with the thaw of the recent cold-snap, the IAM (Institute of Advanced
Motorists) has issued advice on how to deal with them.

The perils of

Potholes are a major factor in
causing axle and suspension failure,
which costs British motorists an
estimated £2.8 billion every year.

Authorities currently pay out more
than £50 million in compensation
claims due to poor roads.

Road maintenance in England and
Wales is underfunded by around
50%, or £1 billion every year.

POTHOLE FACTS

INTHENEWS
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Humberside SAAB

The all new 9-5 Saloon, 

from £26,495
plus free sat-nav with every new car

order until 30th June

Parts Offer

The all new 9-5 for an all new beginning

Humberside Saab Grimsby  

226 Victoria Street 

Grimsby

DN31 1PH

Tel: 01472 348 527

Fax: 01472 242 340 

Humberside Saab Hull  

Priory Way  

Hull 

HU4 7BD

Tel Sales: 01482 351 129

Fax: 01482 351 767

9000 heater fan motor 

9628587 £50

9-5 air flow sensor 

55557008 £70

9-3 2.2tid 2001 air flow sensor 

4662888 £65

9-3 2.2tid 2002 air flow sensor 

5167879 £65

9-3 2.2tid 2006 esp 

hydraulic control unit

93185577 £150

900 1986-1998 & 9000 1985-1998 

fuel pump regulator

7486921 £55

900 1986-1998 & 9000 

1985-1998 iac valve 

7586019 £60

9-5 1998-2000 3.0E T7 

5380670 £100

9-5 1998-2010 heater fan motor 

5049085 £90

9-5 2003-2009 LH mirror 

with electric folding memory 

5361845 £85

9-5 estate 2005 park assist 

32000574 £99

9-5 2003-2005 airbag module 

5206347 £150

9-3 2003-2006 RH 

electric folding mirror 

12798097 £100

9-3 2003-2005 steering wheel 

airbag module 

12789426 £150

9-5 2003-2009 RH electric folding 

mirror with memory 

5361852 £85

9-5 2003-2009 LH electric 

folding mirror 

5512652 £85

9-5 1998 2009 LH seat airbag 

5203625 £60

9-5 1998-2009 RH seat airbag 

5203633 £60

9-3 2000-2003 LH seat airbag 

5203682 £60

900 1995-1998 & 9-3 

1998-2003 LH suspension arm 

4647004 £45

900 1995-1998 & 9-3 

1998-2003 RH suspension arm

4647012 £45

9-5 1998-2004 centre rear seatbelt

5013982 £45

9-3 2007-2010 radio amplifier 

12773377 £180

Contact Mike Allison 

Tel: 01472 252742 

Email: mike@humbersidesaab.co.uk

The Club’s recommended insurance broker, SOC
Insurance, is pleased to announce that it moved to
new premises on 1st March.

The move to Hastings, East Sussex, provides a modern
environment specifically designed around the current
and future needs of the business, which has 30+ staff.

The new contact details for SOC Insurance are:
SOC Insurance 
5th Floor, Cavendish House
Breeds Place, Hastings
East Sussex
TN34 3AA

Tel: 0800 298 4071

As well as new premises, SOC Insurance has recently
invested heavily in technology that will reduce the
amount of paper it uses and stores. The overall aim of
these improvements is to enhance operations and
therefore offer members an even better service.
Watch this space for future developments

CHANGE OF
ADDRESS

The Club’s chosen insurance broker, SOC Insurance, is
pleased to announce the launch of another product to
benefit Members of the Club.

SOC Travel Insurance is the new dedicated service
offering competitive single trip and annual travel cover
via the club website at www.ckinsurance.co.uk/SOC

The new facility, provided by a name you already
know and trust, enables instant quotes and is easy to
navigate. Policies are all issued online and renewals will
be invited automatically at the appropriate time.

Neil Franklin of SOC Insurance said “Travel insurance
is an obvious product to put online. It’s relatively
simple to calculate the premiums as the questions are
fewer than for, say, car insurance”.

He added “We’re delighted to be offering travel
insurance to Club Members online. This reduces our
overheads and means the premiums can be very
competitive. I would encourage members to give it a
try next time they think about planning a trip”.

The Club continues to benefit from every policy sold
through the site. Simply visit
www.ckinsurance.co.uk/SOC and find out just how
affordable SOC Travel Insurance could be for you.

Club Members set to benefit from 

NEW ONLINE 
TRAVEL FACILITY FROM
SOC INSURANCE
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ROBIN’SREVIEW

23 February 2010 should now be 
known as Saab Independence Day. The
23 February 2010 will always be a
momentous day in Saab‘s history. On
this day it finally freed itself from the
shackles of General Motors, once 
again Saab became an independent
company and Saab-Spyker was born.
Victor Muller wasted no time, he hit 
the ground running and announced 
his 100-day reorganisation plan for the
new company.

Part of this plan was to restart
production as soon as possible, on 22
March the cars began rolling off
production lines again, mainly 9-3
models including Convertibles built for
the first time at Trollhättan, alongside
these were a number of new 9-5s –
some are destined for the test team in
a final push to iron out any issues
before full-scale production begins.

There are some new appointments at
Director level, possibly the most
significant being that of Sales Director,
British-born Adrian Hallmark has
moved from the VW Group where he
was Executive Director of VW Asia. He
will report directly to Jan Åke Jonsson.

Hallmark said, “Saab is embarking on
a new era as an independent company
and I am delighted to be joining the
management team at such an exciting
time, with three new models about to
be launched (9-5 Saloon, 9-4x followed
by the 9-5 Estate in 2011).

“With a re-energised dealer network
in place, I look forward to building 
sales volumes and reinforcing the
brand‘s presence in major markets
around the world.”

Other key appointments include
Martin Larsson who takes over the role
of Business Development, Martin moves
from purchasing, Kjell-Åke Eriksson
takes over in purchasing and will
continue as General Manager of Saab
Sweden until a replacement is found,
Karl Lindstroem has moved from Sony
Communications to take an interim role
as Chief Financial Officer. I believe there
will be more key appointments to come.

UK Sales, my local Saab dealer, told
me recently that they were extremely
pleased with recent customer interest
in Saab, they had taken many orders
for new cars, the 9-3X and convertibles
being particularly popular, with a lot of
serious interest in the new 9-5.

Will your new Saab be built in Russia?
Vladimir Antonov claims there will be a
Saab assembly plant in Russia and that a
memorandum of understanding will be
signed within a few days, he also claims
he had agreement with General Motors
in December last year, Antonov was a
Director of Spyker before GM threatened
to cancel the Spyker deal if he was to
continue his association with that
company (see my article in the last
edition of ‘Driver’) he claims that a new
plant will be built possibly in Kaliningrad
and would produce 10,000 cars per year,
initially these would be based on older
model 9-3 and 9-5 technology that BAIC
did not purchase, (what older type 9-5
technology did BAIC not purchase?)
strangely neither Saab nor Victor Muller
have responded to this announcement,
you can read his full interview on Saabs
United. Antonov has confirmed that he
put up half ($25 Million) of the down
payment to General Motors. Victor
Muller announced he wants to reduce his
share of Saab down to 29% (he currently
holds 37%) within a few days to an
independent company! He plans to sell
some of his share but still be in a
position to buy them back at a later date.

BAIC China, having failed in their bid
to buy the company, Chief Executive

Wang Dazong told the Swedish business
newspaper Dagens Industri: “We have a
durable interest in deepening our
partnership with Saab and are ready to
invest in the company.”

Saab 9-1! There has been talk of a
small Saab for a number of years, this
time it may become a reality, Muller is
keen to have an entry level Saab once
more that has design links with earlier
models, new models that reflect
older designs are fashionable
at the moment, we had the
new Mini, VW Beetle, the
Ford GT and more
recently the Fiat 500,
all modern
interpretations of
iconic designs.

The Saab Report Part 5 

INDEPENDENCE 
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 DAY

BMW after sticking with rear-wheel
drive on all their models, apart from the
Mini, they have decided their next small
car will be front-wheel drive, could this
be a joint development with Saab? It has
been suggested, with Saab’s
considerable knowledge of building
front-wheel drive cars, it could be a good
opportunity for both manufacturers.

Unless you have been living on
another planet you will be aware of

Toyota’s recent quality problem. This
has resulted in recalls of several
thousand cars worldwide, that has also
affected some PSA built vehicles that
share the same components. In an
effort to rebuild customer confidence in
the brand Toyota have introduced a
choice of five year warranties or three
years free servicing on a number of
models. Is this the first of the major
manufacturers moving to five year
warranties? I contacted Toyota who
could not confirm it was going to
introduce five year warranties across its
vehicle range, but that it was being

considered for certain privately
registered vehicles.

If Toyota introduces five year
warranties this may force other major
manufacturers to follow suit. At the
moment Hyundai is the only
manufacturer offering a five-year
unlimited mileage warranty for privately
registered vehicles, Kia, which is part of
Hyundai has a seven-year 100,000 mile
warranty on drive trains but five years
on other components.

Robin O’Connor
dealerliaison@saabclub.co.uk
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Phone this number to contact the SOC Travel Club
Book all of these holidays and breaks and anything else with 
THE SOC TRAVEL CLUB, including air tickets; hotels, villas and
apartments; car hire and car ferries; travel insurance.
We’d love to hear from you.

Office hours: 09.00 – 18.00 
Mon-Fri, 09.30-13.30 Saturday

The Travel Club

0845 60 60 910

Prices and details are correct at time of being transmitted, but are subject to change without prior notice. All offers are subject to availability. Operators' terms and conditions apply. The air
holidays and flights are ATOL protected by the Civil Aviation Authority. ATOL protection extends primarily to customers who book and pay in the United Kingdom. Travel Club Services Ltd, 6
Powell Road, Newick, East Sussex BN8 4LS. Registered Company number 3406090. VAT Registration number 760 3688 17. 

14 Self Drive Tour 
‘BEST OF THE WEST’

Join the SOC Travel Club for 
the best prices on:
• Hotels (20,000 hotels worldwide), 
• Flights (consolidator rates with most main airlines)
• Car Hire (best rates with the major car hire companies)
• Cruises (all main cruise lines)
• Package Holidays (discounted rates with most major operators)
For all your travel needs call the SOC Travel Club on 0845 60 60 910   Membership is FREE!

Itinerary
Day 1 UK/Los Angeles
Day 2 Los Angeles/Palm Springs
Day 3 Palm Springs/Phoenix, Scottsdale
Day 4 Phoenix/Grand Canyon National Park
Day 5 Grand Canyon National Park/Las Vegas
Day 6 Las Vegas
Day 7 Las Vegas/Death Valley National Park

Day 8 Death Valley Natl. Park/Yosemite Natl. Park
Day 9 Yosemite National Park/San Francisco
Day 10 San Francisco
Day 11 San Francisco/Monterey
Day 12 Monterey/Santa Barbara/Ventura
Day 13 Ventura/Malibu/Santa Monica/Los Angeles
Day 14 Los Angeles/UK

From just

£1,175
per person*

* Price based on departure from London 13 September 2010
• Tour information: Departures: Daily. Meals: Room only.
• Tour price includes: Flights between London Heathrow and Los Angeles,

car hire (excludes insurance, taxes and fuel) and accommodation. Based
on two persons sharing. Other departure points and durations available.

• The air holiday packages shown are ATOL protected by the Civil Aviation
Authority. The SOC Travel Club acts as agents for Premier Holidays Ltd
ATOL 2713.
For full details, contact the SOC Travel Club

2713
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SOC
TRAVELCLUB
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The Saab Store
The only website you need for all Saab parts and 

accessories:

www.thesaabstore.co.uk

• Mail order parts

• Thousands of parts and accessories in stock

• All Genuine Saab Parts (OEM)

• Two year warranty on most parts

• Next day delivery available

• Worldwide delivery (Price on request)

• Dedicated team of parts specialists

10% discount to all SOC members quoting  

offer code SOCQ2

For more information  

visit the website  

or call 0800 999 9395
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NEW WEBSITE JUST LAUNCHED
1987 - 2010 Over 20 Dedicated SAAB Years

Still the First Choice For All SAAB Tuning,
Sales & Repair...

For more information relating to the above 
products and services please contact:

Abbott Racing Motorsport
Wix, Manningtree, Essex, CO11 2UJ

T: +44 (0) 1255 870636   F: +44 (0) 1255 870057
E: sales@abbottracing.com

www.abbottracing.com

• Air Conditioning

• Routine servicing

• M.O.T.

• SAAB Engine building

• SAAB Gearbox Repair

• Dent removal

• Interior repairs

• Full body shop facility

• Professional valet

• Superflow SF-1 Dynamometer

Test Cell

• Electronic Services and

Information Technology

• Prototyping, machining and

Engineering

• Tyre Supply, Fitting and Balancing

• Accessories

Abbott Racing Technical Services and Facilities

Abbott Racing Motorsport is an Integrated workshop complex

offering the following facilities...

Tel: Wellington 01823 652692  Exeter 01392 259600

Telephone: 01875 821 144
6/1 Butterfield Industrial Estate, Bonnyrigg, Midlothian, EH19 3JQ

• All of our services are carried out to the
highest standards;

• Engines, Electrics, Transmission, Brakes, Steering,
Suspension

• Air Conditioning Servicing

• Courtesy Cars Available

• Over 17 years SAAB experience

• Qualified SAAB Master Technician

• Warranty Cars no problem

• All our work is fully guaranteed

CENTRAL SAAB SPECIALIST
Scotland’s Premier Performance and SAAB Servicing Centre

www.centralsaabspecialist.com

01737 553464 / 01737 372780
38 Ormside Way, Redhill, Surrey RH1 2LW 
(Holmethorpe Industrial Estate)

40 years as a main dealer 
now operating as a Saab Specialist

• Service and MOT • New and Used car sales
• SOC Discounts • FREE courtesy car
• Collection delivery • Main Dealer service 

at specialist prices
www.valleysaab.com

Valley Automotive
(Formerly Valley Saab)
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So it should be no surprise that by the time we had arranged a date that was
suitable to have a ‘Scottish Save Saab Convoy’ news was breaking that the
Spyker deal was going ahead. That’s right, we had, possibly, the first ‘Saab is
Saved Convoy’.

The event was organised through the UKSaabs website where there are a
growing group of regular faces at Scottish events. Initially there were many
different suggestions as to what was the most suitable day. Sunday, 21 February
was chosen as it tied in with the Knockhill Racing Circuit Track day that two of
our regulars were attending.

There was quite a stir at the Wallace Monument in Stirling as an entire section
of the car park was taken up by Saabs. After a brief ‘hello’ and ‘welcome
everyone’, it was time to head north to Callander and to the shores of a frozen
Loch Venechar for morning coffee.

With snow on the hill tops and bright sunny blue skies, the roads around the
Trossachs National Park could not have been more picturesque. There was still
plenty of ice on the shaded sections of the road so we did all need to keep our wits
about us. At the Loch’s end we stopped for a group photo in the car park for Ben
Venue. This also provided a convenient ‘lose your roof’ stop for the convertibles.

From here it was up and over the Dukes Pass and then down into Aberfoyle.
Those who knew the road were clearly enjoying the twists and turns in spirited
fashion while others were trying to take in the magnificent scenery. Hopefully we
can return to the Dukes Pass during the summer and enjoy a barbeque along the
seven-mile forest drive that’s hidden near the summit of the pass.

From Aberfoyle we headed east to the Kingdom of Fife to Scotland’s official
race circuit, Knockhill.

Despite heavy snowfall and last minute mechanical difficulties, Magoo and
MorganAutos had brought their 300bhp 9000s to show just what a Saab can do.
Although they weren’t the fastest cars on the track they certainly left an
impression on a number of the smaller and lighter cars as the two Turbos pushed
effortlessly past most others on the uphill straight.

As the sun set it was time to exchange farewells and make our journeys home,
each with a smile and a home-baked cup cake.

A special thank you to all involved including those who couldn’t make it on the
day. Kev and George (Soulfirer and YleeCoyote) have made this wonderful video
of ‘Saab Saved Celebration’ – www.streetfire.net/video/UKSaabs-Scottish-Saab-
Feb_740264.htm

It was a day of optimism and good laughs. There were friendships formed and
strengthened as a group of people ranging from those just starting school to
those enjoying retirement all enjoyed each other’s company in something that
can only be described as ‘that spirit of Saab’.

Jonathan Davies

The Scots are people of many opposites. Historically we are
slow to react to major events preferring to go with the flow
and solve our problems over a nice cup of tea. On the other
hand, we are accredited with pioneering many things.
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Scottish Save Saab
The group at Ben venueHarbour café, Loch Venechar

Two 9000s at Knockhill
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CARCLINIC
For CAR CLINIC letters send a SAE for individual replies to:

Richard Elliott, ‘The Quorls’. 9 Wheatcroft, Hadfield. Glossop SK13 2EN
Telephone: 01457 852944   E-mail: technical@saabclub.co.uk

9-5 Thumping
When changing gear I can hear and feel a thump it started off
very soft but over the last couple of months it has got worse, it
can be replicated at standstill through the clutch pedal, I have
checked all over the engine suspension area but all I could find
was a worn bush at the larger end of the gearbox steady, I had
the bush replaced with a poly bush but the thump is still there
although not as bad as it was, any ideas?

Robin O’Conner

I suspect it’s the rear subframe mountings, you will feel the thump
as if it’s hitting the floor under your feet in the footwell. When these
are replaced also change the anti roll bar bushes as these are
difficult to replace with the subframe in situ.

Aero Transmission Fluid
I recently ordered some automatic transmission fluid for my 2004
Saab 9-5 Aero Estate automatic from a Saab dealer. I expected to
receive ATF3309, which I believe is mineral based, but have been
supplied with Dexron VI which I think is synthetic. I was going to
drain the transmission, which I understand only removes about
half of the seven litres of fluid, and refill with new fluid.

Assuming that the transmission was originally filled with
ATF3309, will Dexron VI mix with it without causing any problems?

Jeff Dahlke

The correct fluid is the 3309 that you mentioned, Part no 93160393,
I don’t recommend using any other and this product is still available
and has not been replaced by an alternative as far as I am aware.

TECHNICAL TIPS
9-3 Sport ABS light fault 
2003 onwards all models. If ABS light comes on and
indicates no signal from a rear sensor its often a broken
wire on the wiring loom attached to the rear subframe
this fault will also cause the TCS traction control to
indicate failure. The wiring should always be checked
before replacing any parts.

Spring check!
Now that Spring is here it reminded me to suggest that all
Saab drivers should from time to time inspect road
springs for damage, its very common on all Saab models
apart from the 9-5, springs that fail are usually front but
occasionally rears can also break.

As the break occurs at the end of the spring it does
not affect the cars ride height significantly so its not
noticeable and may not be found until the car is serviced
or fails an MOT.

It is important to replace broken springs as in some
cases the spring can come off the lower support and
damage the tyre.

Classic 900
INDEPENDENT SAAB SPECIALIST

Classic 900 – Personal Saab Service
Tel/fax: 01482 581 519 • E: glen@classic900.com

www.classic900.com

Classic 900 Ltd, 15 Kimberley Street, Argyle Street, Anlaby Road, Hull, HU3 1HH

SERVICE,

REPAIRS

& SALES For Expert Advice speak to our 
MASTER TECHNICIAN Bryan Ward 01482 222 622

Official Installers

SAAB
INDEPENDENT SPECIALIST

� NEW AND USED PARTS AVAILABLE
� SERVICE AND REPAIR FACILITIES

� USED SAABS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
� MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Tel: (01332) 291320    Fax: (01332) 380698
2-4 Fox Street, Derby DE1 2BW
www.volsaaengineering.co.uk

VOLSAA
ENGINEERING
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POSTBAG

Renewed Membership
Having been reassured that Saab is now in safe hands, I
decided to rejoin the Saab Owners Club. In doing so I
delved through my records and resurrected magazines
dating to my previous membership in the late 1970s to
early 1980s, and felt that the accompanying cover from
1981 might interest readers.

At that time I owned two Saabs – a V4 96 (AMB 168F)
and a V4 95 (SWT 905M). Bought after I had been
enormously impressed when I had marshalled on an RAC
Rally in a forest somewhere, long forgotten. However, I
have not forgotten Erik Carlsson and the moment he
came into the check point, but not before he ‘rolled’ his
96 in a ninety-right 100 yards prior to the CP. The car
righted itself and Carlsson calmly drove into the time
control with a car that remarkably showed little damage.
When told how lucky he had been to survive the roll,
Carlsson replied: “Roll! What roll?” And promptly drove off.
Needless to say, Carlsson won!

With regards to my 95 – an arranged family outing with
four adults and four large children appeared to require
two cars, but I – in bullish mood recalled the 95s ‘dickey’
seat and thought it possible we might manage with just
one car. With mounting trepidation I set off, as I realised
we would have to climb a long and very steep hill and
that I only had 1498cc and 65bhp to play with. But I had
no need for worry, the 95 mastered the hill with ease,
much to my delight and my passengers’ surprise.
Needless to say this was before seat belts and when
motoring was less inhibited.

Mark Robberts

‘Driver’ Down the Years!
Your new feature ‘Driver’ Down the Years was a fascinating
insight into Saab life 19 years ago. The arrival of the ‘Driver’
was very much anticipated, then it is today!

An article on my daughter Sian’s wedding appeared under the
heading ‘Ivory Wedding’, just below ‘Rita’s Rear View!’.

Our much treasured V4 ‘Henry Penny’ was the wedding car
for the day and was driven by her brother, Alun. Sad to say that
‘Henry Penny’ is no longer with us, having gone to the Saab
sanctuary in the sky in 2002. However, our daughter, Sian and
son-in-law, Martin are about to celebrate their 19th Wedding
Anniversary, they have two children, Harry who is 18 and
Rhiannon 14.

We look forward to the next issue of the ‘Driver’ and yet
another delve into your archives.

Wynne Jones

Wynne, unfortunately lack of space means ‘Driver down the years’ has
been shelved until our next issue – Ed.

Saab specialists
In the May/June2009 issue you were asking for news of Saab
specialists. We have been taking our Saab 900i to Technical Car
Services of York for the past 15 years or more, having bought it
new from the dealer in York 22 years ago.

Roy Lumley of TCS has given service beyond the call of duty
throughout (although there was a brief falling out about five
years ago, when he suggested that perhaps the time had
come… But such was the weeping and wailing that he relented).

The other specialist we have used, on the recommendation of
one of your Members, is Colin Pitt in Otley, West Yorkshire, who
has looked after the bodywork in the same exemplary fashion.

Roy Lumley, TCS, 17 Alexandra Court, James Street, York YO10 3DP
Tel: 01904 412742

Colin Pitt, Leeds Road Garage, Otley, LS21 3BD
Tel: 01943 462047

Ann Petherick
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All monies raised will go to Charity, 
this year the funds will go to the 
RAF Museum. 

Admission charges:
Saab Owners Club Members £1 per person
Non-Saab Owners Club Members £1.50 per person
Children under 14 FREE

As always Membership cards must be shown

Saab Club Members have their own 
parking in the spares day area
Trade stands £12.50
Boot sellers £7.50

For more information contact 
Martyn Ashcroft Tel: 01782 878405 (after 3.30pm)
or Chris Boffey Tel: 01270 624659.

Spares Day 2010 at RAF Cosford Museum
Cheshire, North Shropshire and Staffordshire Saab

Sunday, 6 June 2010 at 9.00am

14TH LAKELAND GATHERING 2010
18 - 20 JUNE CAMPING & SPARES WEEKEND
Cockermouth Rugby Club

Cumbria Group is hosting the fourteenth Lakeland Gathering at
the Cockermouth Rugby Club. Come and enjoy all the attractions
of the Lake District in the good company of fellow Saab
enthusiasts. We normally run a relaxed and friendly weekend,
where we provide some entertainment and people chill out.

We use the Club pitch so have plenty of room. Dogs are
welcome. We will have the use of a club house during the
evenings, and access to the shower and toilet facilities. There is
no need to book in advance and at £7.00 per unit per night (£2.00
for day visitors) you would struggle to find better value. Day
visitors are also very welcome. If you aren’t into camping there
are numerous B&Bs and some outstanding hotels in the area.

The site is high, so has been OK during the winter weather, and
we are hoping for a fine, sunny weekend (One can always hope).
The location will be signed with directional SAAB signs, from the
Lakeland Sheep and Wool Centre roundabout on the A66.

If you require any further information, please contact the
Cumbria Branch Secretary, Robert Morley, 01900 67926,
or the Chair, Derek Best, 01900 814317 or by email:
derek@saabmail.co.uk

Draft Program

Friday 20.00hrs Social Gathering in the Club House

Saturday 18.00hrs Barbeque should be ready so you can 
cook your own food.

20.00hrs Quiz and Charity Auction in the Club
House (please bring all your loose change)

Sunday 10.00hrs Car beauty contest

11.00hrs Coffee morning, raffle and prize giving.

Despite the November floods, Cockermouth is getting back to
normal and there is still a lot to do both in the town and the
surrounding area.

Cockermouth Rugby Club
Grassmore Sports Centre, Strawberry How
Lorton Road, Cockermouth
Cumbria CA13 9XQ

Centre Phone Number: 01900 824884
Ordance Survey Grid Reference: NY 132299
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New SOC Group
for the Bristol
and Bath Area

A few of us are looking into starting
a meet for fellow Saab enthusiasts.
If you are interested please email

on: markbrown52@hotmail.com or
telephone Mark on

0117 909 1993

THE
NATIONAL
23-25 July 2010

See centre pages for the
full details of the event -

everyone welcome

PEAKS & DALES
4-5 June 2010

Visiting Cauldwells Flour Mill at Rowsley and
also includes a visit and craft tour at 

Denby Pottery, Ripley.
For more information contact Richard Elliott

Tel: 01457 852944

New SOC Group
for the North

Wales area
A few of us are looking into starting
a meet for fellow Saab enthusiasts.

If you are interested please email
on: elfrida@talktalk.net 

or telephone 
Dave on 01352 756445

In 2009 the second Swedish Day gathering took place at Haynes Motor Museum in
Somerset with over 100 cars taking part. Now we are looking forward to doing it
again in 2010.
2010 is going to be an enlarged show with an invite going out to Swedish Trucks and
Lorries as well as Swedish Cars. The show is being relocated to the large field behind
the museum. This year we are hoping to introduce a Swedish Market and an auto
jumble selling lots of Swedish goods. It is still in the planning stage but we will place
changes etc on the website. A small charge will be requested for auto jumblers and
trade/market. There will be a gymkhana on grass if you fancy testing your driving
skills. A non-timed event but your driving skills will count for points. For the children
there will be a full size car to paint as well as a play area. The event will still be a
leisurely day out as in previous years. Come along, park up and chat to friends old and
new. There will be no admission charge once again for visitors or exhibitors although
there will be a charge for entrance into the museum but at reduced rates if you arrive
in a Swedish vehicle. Tickets will be provided.

Application forms can be found at the website www.swedishday.co.uk – or by
phoning Robin on 07515 112120 or e-mail: robin@swedishday.co.uk or by
post. Swedish Day, 10 Arundel Road, Yeovil, BA21 5JZ.

Those who want to arrive on the day can fill in the form and hand it in at the gazebo on
arrival. Thank you very much for supporting the first year’s event and we look forward
to seeing you again in May.

Robin 

New SOC Group 
for Kent Area

A few of us are looking into starting
a meet for fellow Saab enthusiasts.
The last ‘Driver’ prompted a good

response. 
Please e-mail me if you would like

to attend a meet
andrewdunne@aol.com

Hope to hear from you.
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MAY
Sunday 2nd
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
Attending Catton Hall for a Classic
Car and Bike Show – £2.50 entry.
Contact Chris Boffey
saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Tuesday 4th
West Midlands and Warwickshire
Saab
Club night at the Stonebridge Pub at
The junction A45/A452 just one mile
from Birmingham airport. Meeting
starts at 7.30pm – contact
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Wednesday 5th
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
The Red Bull, Congleton Road,
Church Lawton, Cheshire at 7.30pm
– saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

South West Saab
Pub meet at the Airfield Tavern from
8pm www.southwestsaab.co.uk

Thursday 6th
EASOC Saab
Club meeting at The Bunbury Arms,
Ixworth Road, Great Baiton, Nr Bury
St Edmunds, IP31 2NX at 7.30pm.

Saturday 8th
Beds Herts and Bucks
Meeting at the Green Man, Eversholt.
We will be there from 1.00pm. Contact
Christian.sawers@googlemail.com

Sunday 9th
SWEDISH DAY UK
Haynes International Motor Museum.
See Noticeoard on page 23 for more
information or visit
www.swedishday.co.uk

South West Saab
Looking after the SOC stand at
Swedish Day UK
www.swedishday.co.uk

Monday 10th
Lancashire Saab
Club Night at Ring ‘O’ bells Pub, Ring
‘O’ bells Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk,
L40 5TE. We meet on the second
Monday of each month at 7.30pm –
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Saturday 22nd-23rd
SAAB INTERNATIONAL 
‘International Weekend’ – Mosina,
near Poznan, Poland –
www.saabklub.pl

Tuesday 25th
North West Saab
Meet in Manchester in the evening –
all welcome – see www.saab-nw.co.uk
or contact John 0161 9299155 or
Richard 01457 852944.

Saturday 29th-31st
Lancashire Saab
Invites you to the Chipping Steam
and Classic Weekend. This event has
proved to be very popular and as
you know last year we had over 50
cars during the weekend, be sure to
contact us to ensure a ticket –
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Sunday 30th
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
Attending Capesthone.
Entry to this event is £3.00. Contact
Chris Boffey saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

South Yorkshire Saab
Group display at Thornton le Dale
Classic Car Show. Contact:
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

EBOR Saab
Show at Thornton-le-Dale village
with South Yorkshire Saab.

JUNE

Tuesday 1st
West Midlands and Warwickshire
Saab
Club night at the Stonebridge Pub at
The junction A45/A452 just one mile
from Birmingham airport. Meeting
starts at 7.30pm – contact
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Wednesday 2nd
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
The Red Bull, Congleton Road,
Church Lawton, Cheshire at 7.30pm
– saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Thursday 3rd
EASOC Saab
Club meeting at The Bunbury Arms,
Ixworth Road, Great Baiton, Nr Bury
St Edmunds, IP31 2NX at 7.30pm.

Friday 4th-5th
PEAKS & DALES
See page 23 for details.
Richard Elliott – 01457 852944 
MUST BOOK IN ADVANCE

Sunday 6th
Cheshire, North Shropshire and
Staffordshire Saab
Spares Day 2010 – RAF Cosford
Museum at 9.00am For more
information contact Martyn Ashcroft
Tel: 01782 878405 
(after 3.30pm) or Chris Boffey 
Tel: 01270 624659

Wednesday 9th
South West Saab
First of our Summer pub tours.
South West Saab on tour, pub meet
at the Blue Ball, Sandygate, Exeter
from 7.00pm
www.southwestsaab.co.uk

EBOR Saab
Group meeting including BBQ at
Geoff and Pauline’s.

Saturday 12th
Beds Herts and Bucks
Meeting at the Green Man, Eversholt.
We will be there from 1.00pm. Contact
Christian.sawers@googlemail.com

Monday 14th
Lancashire Saab
Club Night at Ring ‘O’ bells Pub, Ring
‘O’ bells Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk,
L40 5TE. We meet on the second
Monday of each month at 7.30pm –
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Friday 18th-20th
14TH LAKELAND GATHERING
Camping & Spares Weekend,
Cockermouth Rugby Club. Contact
Derek Best for more details. 
Tel: 01900 814317 
derek@saabmail.co.uk

Sunday 20th
West Midlands and Warwickshire
Saab with Cheshire and
Staffordshire Saab
Attending Trentham Gardens.
This is one not to miss, entry will be
£3.00 per car with free access to the
grounds. Get booked now! Contact
Chris Boffey saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Tuesday 22nd
North West Saab
Meet in Manchester in the evening –
all welcome – see www.saab-nw.co.uk
or contact John 0161 9299155 or
Richard 01457 852944.

Wednesday 23rd
South West Saab
Evening of Gliding

JULY
Thursday 1st
EASOC Saab
Club meeting at The Bunbury Arms,
Ixworth Road, Great Baiton, Nr Bury
St Edmunds, IP31 2NX at 7.30pm.

Saturday 3rd
South Yorkshire Saab
(June meet). By the Pond in Dunscroft
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

Sunday 4th
West Midlands and Warwickshire
Saab with Cheshire and
Staffordshire Saab
Attending Cars in the Park Lichfield.
This is always a popular event entry
£3.00. Chris Boffey
saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

EBOR Saab
EBOR Annual Car Run from Sutton
Bank to Whitby.

Tuesday 6th
West Midlands and Warwickshire
Saab
Club Meeting at The Stonebridge
Pub 7.30pm. Just 1 mile from
Birmingham Airport. Contact
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Wednesday 7th
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
The Red Bull, Congleton Road,
Church Lawton, Cheshire at 7.30pm
– saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

South West Saab On Tour
Pub get-together at the Bakers Arms
in Lytchett Minster, near Poole,
BH16 6JF.

Saturday 10th
Beds Herts and Bucks
Le Mans Classic Weekend. Please
contact us if you are interested.
Christian.sawers@googlemail.com

Monday 12th
Lancashire Saab
Club Night at Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring
‘O’ Bells Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk,
L40 5TE. We meet on the second
Monday of each month at 7.30pm –
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Friday 23rd-25th
NATIONAL EVENT 2010
Come to our fantastic weekend of
fun and Saabs at Bath Racecourse,
near Bath. (See page 32 for details
and booking form).

Sunday 25th
EBOR Saab
EBOR Classic Car Day – Ripon Old
Cars.

Tuesday 27th
North West Saab
Meet in Manchester in the evening –
all welcome – see www.saab-nw.co.uk
or contact John 0161 9299155 
or Richard 01457 852944.

AUGUST
Sunday 1st
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
We are in the planning stages of
attending Woodvale. Please contact
Chris Boffey to confirm
saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Tuesday 3rd
West Midlands and Warwickshire
Saab
Club Meeting at The Stonebridge
Pub 7.30pm. Just 1 mile from
Birmingham Airport. Contact
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Wednesday 4th
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
The Red Bull, Congleton Road,
Church Lawton. Cheshire at 7.30pm
– saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Thursday 5th
EASOC Saab
Club meeting at The Bunbury Arms,
Ixworth Road, Great Baiton, Nr Bury
St Edmunds, IP31 2NX at 7.30pm.

Monday 9th-12th
PRE INTERNATIONAL SAAB
MEETING
Black Forest, Southern Germany –
www.saab.de

Lancashire Saab
Club Night at Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring
‘O’ Bells Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk,
L40 5TE. We meet on the second
Monday of each month at 7.30pm –
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk
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Tuesday 10th
South West Saab On Tour 
This months get-together will take
place at Nothe Forte, Weymouth. A
BBQ is being organised so numbers
will need to be known.

Wednesday 11th
EBOR Saab
Group Meeting.

Friday 13th-15th
INTERNATIONAL SAAB CLUB
MEETING
Interlaken Switzerland –
www.intsaab2010

Saturday 14th
Beds Herts and Bucks
Meeting at the Green Man,
Eversholt. We will be there from
1.00pm. Please contact
Christian.sawers@googlemail.com

Sunday 15th
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
Attending Shugborough Hall.
Fantastic grounds and Hall, and of
course a great Classic Car line-up.
Please join us. Entry for this event will
be £2.50. Contact Chris Boffey for
more details  saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Tuesday 24th
North West Saab
Meet in Manchester in the evening –
all welcome – see www.saab-nw.co.uk
or contact John 0161 9299155 or
Richard 01457 852944.

Sunday 29th
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
Attending Capesthorpe, we like this
event so much we will do it twice
this year, and you are welcome to
join us. Contact Chris Boffey
saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Monday 30th
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
Will be attending Oulton Park.
This is a popular event with many
makes of vehicles on display, a really
nice way to spend the Bank Holiday.
For more information contact 
Chris Boffey saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

SEPTEMBER
Wednesday 1st
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
The Red Bull, Congleton Road,
Church Lawton, Cheshire at 7.30pm –
saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Thursday 2nd
EASOC Saab
Club meeting at The Bunbury Arms,
Ixworth Road, Great Baiton, Nr Bury
St Edmunds, IP31 2NX at 7.30pm.

Saturday 4th
South Yorkshire Saab
(August meet), Barby at Wadworth
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

Sunday 5th
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
Attending Cholmondeley Castle.
For a truly fantastic day of classic
motoring displays – £3.00 entry.
Contact Chris Boffey
saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Tuesday 7th
West Midlands and Warwickshire
Saab
Club Meeting at The Stonebridge
Pub 7.30pm. Just 1 mile from
Birmingham Airport. Contact
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Saturday 11th
Beds Herts and Bucks
Meeting at the Green Man,
Eversholt. We will be there from
1.00pm. Please contact
Christian.sawers@googlemail.com

Sunday 12th
EBOR Saab
Run: Route TBA (Ron and Stuart) 
or perhaps a Treasure Hunt (Chris
and Janet).

Monday 13th
Lancashire Saab
Club Night at Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring
‘O’ Bells Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk,
L40 5TE. We meet on the second
Monday of each month at 7.30pm –
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Tuesday 28th
North West Saab
Meet in Manchester in the evening –
all welcome – see www.saab-nw.co.uk
or contact John 0161 9299155 or
Richard 01457 852944.

OCTOBER

Tuesday 5th
West Midlands and Warwickshire
Saab
Club Meeting at The Stonebridge
Pub 7.30pm. Just 1 mile from
Birmingham Airport. Contact
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Wednesday 6th
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
The Red Bull, Congleton Road,
Church Lawton, Cheshire at 7.30pm
– saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Thursday 7th
EASOC Saab
Club meeting at The Bunbury Arms,
Ixworth Road. Great Baiton, Nr Bury
St Edmunds, IP31 2NX at 7.30pm.

Saturday 9th
Beds Herts and Bucks
Meeting at the Green Man,
Eversholt. We will be there from
1.00pm. Please contact
Christian.sawers@googlemail.com

Monday 11th
Lancashire Saab
Club Night at Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring
‘O’ Bells Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk,
L40 5TE. We meet on the second
Monday of each month at 7.30pm –
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Wednesday 13th
EBOR Saab
Group Meeting – AGM.

Tuesday 26th
North West Saab
Meet in Manchester in the evening –
all welcome – see www.saab-nw.co.uk
or contact John 0161 9299155 or
Richard 01457 852944.

Wednesday 27th
South Yorkshire Saab
Ruth’s Supper.
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

Late October
EBOR Saab
RAF Holmpton – Cold War Bunker –
TBA nearer the time.

NOVEMBER
Wednesday 3rd
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
The Red Bull, Congleton Road,
Church Lawton, Cheshire at 7.30pm –
saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Thursday 4th
EASOC Saab
Club meeting at The Bunbury Arms,
Ixworth Road, Great Baiton, Nr Bury
St Edmunds, 
IP31 2NX at 7.30pm.

Monday 8th
Lancashire Saab
Club Night at Ring ‘O’ bells Pub, Ring
‘O’ bells Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk,
L40 5TE. We meet on the second
Monday of each month at 7.30pm –
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Wednesday 10th
EBOR Saab
Extra Group Meeting. Keith Long
SOC Historian will be attending,
giving us a brief history of the SOC
and Saab Memorabilia.

Saturday 13th
Beds Herts and Bucks
Meeting at the Green Man,
Eversholt. We will be there from
1.00pm. Please contact
Christian.sawers@googlemail.com

Tuesday 23rd
North West Saab
Meet in Manchester in the evening –
all welcome – see www.saab-nw.co.uk
or contact John 0161 9299155 or
Richard 01457 852944.

Wednesday 24th
South Yorkshire Saab
Natter ‘n’ Noggin
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

Late November
EBOR Saab
Group trip to NEC Classic Car Show 

DECEMBER
Wednesday 1st
Cheshire and Staffordshire Saab
The Red Bull, Congleton Road,
Church Lawton, Cheshire at 7.30pm –
saab.95@hotmail.co.uk

Thursday 2nd
EASOC Saab
Club meeting at The Bunbury Arms,
Ixworth Road, Great Baiton, Nr Bury
St Edmunds, IP31 2NX at 7.30pm.

Tuesday 7th
West Midlands and Warwickshire
Saab
Club Meeting at The Stonebridge
Pub 7.30pm. Just 1 mile from
Birmingham Airport. Contact
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Wednesday 8th
EBOR Saab
Group Meeting 

Saturday 11th
Beds Herts and Bucks
Meeting at the Green Man,
Eversholt. We will be there from
1.00pm. Please contact
Christian.sawers@googlemail.com

Monday 13th
Lancashire Saab
Club Night at Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring
‘O’ Bells Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk,
L40 5TE. We meet on the second
Monday of each month at 7.30pm –
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Wednesday 15th
South Yorkshire Saab
Group Christmas buffet
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

Tuesday 28th
North West Saab
Meet in Manchester in the evening –
all welcome – see www.saab-nw.co.uk
or contact John 0161 9299155 or
Richard 01457 852944.

JANUARY 2011
Tuesday 4th
West Midlands and Warwickshire
Saab
Club Meeting at The Stonebridge
Pub 7.30pm. Just 1 mile from
Birmingham Airport. Contact
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Wednesday 26th
South Yorkshire Saab
AGM Meeting
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk
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Ellie wants your dates!
The Rolling Diary is proving hugely popular with Members, so please do support any
activities in your area. Please fax any events to Ellie Wilson on 01527 403596 
or e-mail: elli.wilson@virgin.net giving dates, times, locations and a contact name,
number and e-mail plus, if required, a few words about the event. The deadline 
for for ‘WHAT’S ON’ ONLY in the July 2010 issue is 28th May 2010.
PLEASE QUOTE YOUR MEMBERSHIP NUMBER ON ALL CORRESPONDENCE
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Hello and welcome to another edition of ‘Around the UK’. As
usual I want to say thank you to all who have sent e-mails to
me, and I am really pleased that you enjoyed my last write-up.

I guess I can say that summer is well and truly here, and you
are probably sitting with a nice cool drink reading through this
edition after a hard day getting those cars fit and ready for the
upcoming events. By the way… talking of events, you may notice
this is probably the only time my write-up does not include a visit
to a Saab event or meeting that involves food or any sort of
catering, this was in fact mentioned to me by someone at the
Save Saab event, (invites for 2010 eating most welcome!).

Lancashire Saab
While I still have your attention, and I have not yet descended
into my awful drivel, I need to draw your attention to the annual
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Contacts
THIS LIST REPLACES ALL OTHERS

BEDFORDSHIRE,
HERTFORDSHIRE &
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE SAAB
Christian Sawers
Tel: 01525 402749 
E: bedsbuckshertssaab@
googlemail.com

CHESHIRE, NORTH
SHROPSHIRE &
STAFFORDSHIRE SAAB
Chris Boffey
66 Brereton Drive
Nantwich, Cheshire, CW5 6HF
Tel: 01270 624659
E: sc.s.branch@ntlworld.com
www.2csaabbranch.org

CUMBRIA SAAB
Robert Morley
44 Brierydale Lane
Stairburn
Workington
Cumbria
Tel: 01900 679 26

DALE SAAB
Richard Unsworth
2 Quarry Lane
Tandem
Huddersfield, HD5 0AP
Tel: 01484 350230

07786 861760

DUMFRIES, GALLOWAY &
BORDERS SAAB
Gerald Chamberlain
113 Bergh Road
Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 7NB
Tel: 01228 537 838

DURHAM SAAB
John Wood
Dunvegan
58 Thorndale
Belmont, Durham, DH12AH
Tel: 0191 384 2461
E: soc.jwood@btopenworld.com

EAST ANGLIA SAAB
Rachel Hillier
Linnaeus
Norwich Road
Scole, DISS
Norfolk, IP21 4DY
Tel: 01379 740 158
E: sootysaab@aol.com

EAST MIDLANDS SAAB
Peter Briggs
16 Saville Street
Blidworth
Mansfield
Notts NG21 0RP
www.eastmidlandssaab.co.uk
E: peter@eastmidlandssaab.co.uk

EAST SUSSEX SAAB
Toby Field
78 Foxglove Road
Eastbourne
East Sussex, BN23 8BX
Tel: 01323 460 363
www.eastsussexsaab.co.uk

EBOR SAAB
Karl Moxon
38 Queens Drive
Cottingham
East Yorkshire
HU16 4EL
E: 38mox@38mox.karoo.co.uk
01482 847120

FIFE AND TAYSIDE SAAB
Liz Robertson
9 Fernhill Gardens
Windygates
Fife 
KY8 5DZ
Tel: 01333 351 364
E: jackthesaab@hotmail.com

HAMPSHIRE & ISLE OF
WIGHT SAAB 
Richard D Sprinks
2 Alverstone Cottage
Alverstone Road
Whippingham 
East Cowes
Isle of Wight
PO32 6NN
Tel: 01983 880 084
E: ricky@starfishdesign.co.uk

LANCASHIRE SAAB
Steve Alty 
2 A  Queensway
Ashton-on-Ribble
PRESTON, PR2 1SN
Tel: 01772 769015
www.lancashiresaabowners
club.co.uk

NORTH WEST SAAB
Richard Elliott
The Quorls
9 Wheatcroft
Hadfield
Glossop 
SK13 2EN
Tel: 01457 852 944
www.saab-nw.co.uk

SOUTH WEST SAAB
Alex or Robin
10 Arundel Road
Yeovil, Somerset
alex@southwestsaab.co.uk
Tel: 07963 066384
robin@southwestsaab.co.uk
Tel: 07515 112120

SOUTH YORKSHIRE SAAB
Keith Long
10 Byrne Close
Barugh Green
Barnsley
South Yorkshire 
S75 1NS
Tel: 01226 385 139

SURREY & WEST SUSSEX
SAAB
Michael Dey
19 Hawthorn Road
Barnsbury Farm Estate
Woking
Surrey, GU22 0BA
Tel: 07711 439 585
E: m.dey@btinternet.com

THAMES VALLEY SAAB

WESSEX SAAB
Nigel Bailey
12 Oakdene Close
Wimborne
Dorset
Tel: 01202 886 888
E: nhbailey@btinternet.com

WEST MIDS &
WARWICKSHIRE SAAB
Rich Bone
160 Ardath Road
Birmingham B38 9PE
E: wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk
www.wmwsoc.co.uk

     All correspondence to: 
Ellie Wilson
43 Towbury Close, Oakenshaw South, Redditch, 
Worcestershire, B98 7YZ
Tel: 01527 403596, 
E-mail: branches@saabclub.co.uk

Groups Sub-Committee Local Liaison Officers
Stephen Trigg, 18 Clevelands Avenue, Draycott, Derby, DE72 3NR
Tel: 01332 872302
Regional Groups Co-ordinator: Ellie Wilson, 43 Towbury Close,
Oakenshaw South, Redditch, Worcestershire, B98 7YZ   
Tel: 01527 403596   e-mail: branches@saabclub.co.uk

Please note the groups highlighted have returned their
attendance registers.
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pilgrimage to The Chipping Steam Fair. The Saab stand is
organised by the Lancashire Group, and year on year they get a
bigger stand at the event. Now this year the weekend will run
from the 29-31 May. Camping/caravanning space is available
but I suggest you get in touch with the Lancashire Group as
soon as possible if you wish to attend, as by the time you get
this edition of the ‘Driver’ the date will be fast approaching.

The whole weekend is full of interesting things to see and do,
and the spectacle of seeing all those steam traction engines lit
up at night is something to cherish forever, not to mention that
all the steam engines are taken down to the local village on the
Saturday for a ‘Cruise’ around the local pubs! There is also a
good car boot and spares on the same site, pictured is a scene
from last year. Just look at those lovely rolling hills in the
background and that pesky little Triumph ruining the photo!

999 ...Help Needed
I had a letter from SOC Member, Tony Richardson, who lives in
Cumbria who would appreciate any help on the following.

“Dear Ellie, I write in the hope that a fellow Member may be
able to shed some light on a little bit of history which may 
be connected to my Saab 9000 2.3T CSE, a 1998 example in
Imola Red.

“As she has spent most of her life up in Glasgow and serviced
by Westcars Saab, it has had a good service from themselves,
but the question is – it has two aerials and two little toggle
switches on the steering column which have bugged me since I
bought her back in August 2009. I did ring Westcars, and a nice
man in the service department told me that this was maybe
because the local Fire Service used cars for its fire chiefs, and
the toggle switches may have been used for sirens or lights.
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“If anybody can help me with this I would be most thankful,
as I have been only been able to drive her 89 miles from
Glasgow in August 2009 to Carlisle before an epileptic fit has
forced me to enjoy her from my driveway! Her registration is
R108 FOS, any help would be really appreciated.

“PS: I will be driving again in October after my 12 month ‘ban’
(due to my illness!).”

Thanks for your letter Tony, and I hope you get the all-clear to
enjoy your super Saab for the remainder of the year, and of
course enjoy reading the ‘Driver’. So… come on everyone,
there must be someone here from the Emergency Services, or
maybe you just happen to know this car, who can shed some
light on this little mystery. If you have any information please
contact Tony on 01228 548862.

Member Needing Help
I had a letter from Keith Shurety (Member 9895) who has been a
long-time Member of the SOC, who needed a little bit of help. I
have not heard back from you but I hope I was of use, and all is
now well. I hope you continue to enjoy the magazine and the
SOC, and of course if I can help again in the future please let
me know, I am always happy to help anyone with a query.

Local Saab Specialists
As we all know by now the Spyker deal has gone through and by
now they are probably in the planning stages of the next level
for Saab. Jonathan Nash wrote recently: “It is my great pleasure
to confirm that Spyker Cars NV has acquired Saab Automobile
from General Motors heralding a new era for us as an
independent car manufacturer.

“In Spyker Cars, we have found a true kindred sprit, not only
do they share with us an aircraft heritage, but their motto: ‘for
the tenacious, no road is impassable’ speaks directly to the
Saab values of innovation and individuality.’’

Well said Mr Nash, we really hope they keep it unique, and bring
out some interesting cars over the coming years. I was shown a
mock-up of what a Saab 9-6 might look like if Saab/Spyker went
down the retro route. It looked really impressive and I bet there
would be a pretty long waiting list if this car ever did get
produced. However, is it me or do a lot of the cars on the road
seem to look the same? I remember when the Ford Sierra was

launched, and everyone called it a ‘jelly-mould shape’, and the
design would never catch on… well look at the car industry now,
where every car has to be Euro compliant with this and Euro
compliant with that! Well now they virtually all look the same,
(comments welcome) which leads me on to my next article. Over
the years we have seen Saab dealers/specialists come and go. I
did however stumble on a Midlands-based Saab specialist at the
Save Saab Convoy, we got into a conversation and his history with
Saab cars was pretty interesting and I thought it would make a
good read, so with that in mind I put on my best interviewing
head and went to meet Ray Bagnall of Bagnall Saab Birmingham.

“Hi Ellie, I am the owner and managing Director of Bagnall
Saab. We are an independent Saab service centre owned and
run by myself. We are a Birmingham based service centre that
specialises in servicing and repairing Saab cars. We have been
servicing Saabs for over 40 years.

“I started working for a company called Scandia Motor
Company straight out of school as a trainee mechanic. Scandia
Motor Company was a main dealership for both Saab and Volvo
cars in Birmingham. I started my apprenticeship in motor
mechanics in 1966, yes the year of the England World Cup win.
After six years of training at the firm I successfully completed
my apprenticeship in 1972 and went on to work at a number of
Saab main dealers as a mechanic.

“Bagnall Saab Limited was incorporated in April 1987 in order
to service Saab cars. Our first premises were located in Tysely,
Birmingham. We started to get a name for ourselves as a well-
organised and respected Saab service centre with very keen prices
and technical knowledge second to none. As we started to get a
good reputation for our business in and around the Birmingham
area, we realised that we had outgrown our first premises and
needed larger premises. We acquired premises in Hall Green and
once again our customer base grew rapidly. By this time, we were
getting customers from all over the West Midlands just to get their
vehicles serviced or repaired by ourselves.

“The personal touch helps when you are dealing with new or
returning customers on a daily bases. Thanks to that motto we
always have the same customers returning year after year.

“We try our best to accommodate all of our customers’
needs. Sometimes we can even supply them with a courtesy car
if they are stuck for travelling around while waiting for their car
to be serviced. If you have any questions about our services or
if you need any information concerning your Saab vehicles,
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please do not hesitate, give us a call today. We can get your
Saab 93 9-3, 95 9-5, 900, 9000 or Aero running the way it was
designed to run. It does not matter if you own an Estate,
Convertible, Saloon or Hatchback.

“Finally our last move was into even larger premises in
Highgate. With a secure storage facility for customer cars, we are
geared up for good quality work with a smile, as you can imagine
we have seen many changes within the Saab car developments,
from the inception with the Two-Stroke Saab, right up to the
current models. The technology and thinking behind these cars
have always been at the forefront of vehicle manufacture, and
now with new owners (Spyker) we will wait with baited breath to
ensure all Saab cars that we attend to, both Classic and modern,
are catered for to the very highest standards.”

Thanks for all that information Ray, and may I wish you all the
best for the future. I must add at this point, you may have a
Saab dealer/specialist that you would like featured in these
pages, and you are most welcome to send them to me for
inclusion in the next edition, forty years is a long time for
anything to keep going. Also I would like to thank you for
sponsoring the plaques used by the SOC Members who went
on the Classic 900 run to Paris in March, which was organised
by the South West Saab Group. Well as we all know, the first
little Saabs were quirky little things that in my mind, compared
to the ‘Super cars’ such as the Jaguars and fast Fords of the
day, there would have been little take up on purchasing the
little 96s and 95s but I am reliably told by the more
knowledgeable Saab enthusiasts, that Saabs were just as
comfortable and pleasurable to drive. Well I can vouch for that
as I too have a Saab 96 affectionately known as ‘little Bab’
(pictured) in which I have driven to many events around the UK,
and how very comfortable I was too!

You may recall a few issues ago I reported on the UK launch
event of the all-new Saab 9-5… well, before I finish this section I
am pleased to let you know, I was kindly sent a photo of the very
first of the new Saab 9-5’s being assembled. I assume this first
example will not be sold, but be placed in the Saab museum in
the traditional Saab way, but as you can see from the photo
there are plenty more being produced right behind the first one.
Hopefully soon we will be seeing the Saab 9-1 rolling off the
production lines… along with more new and exciting models, it
seems pretty weird that the first ‘new’ 9-5 is rolling off the
production line as the original first ‘big’ Saabs (9000 range) were
first being built 25 years ago… doesn’t time fly? Seems like only
a couple of years ago we were seeing the 9000 for the first time,
and they are still being enjoyed to this day!

SOC Membership
I am really pleased that membership is still growing and new
Members are joining month on month. However I must also
report on the good and the bad – I have had a few phone calls
and e-mails from Members who are missing the 900 Register
pages, I can assure you that this should have now been
rectified and won’t happen again, and I hope the feature in this
edition puts the ‘Driver’ back on track.

New Local Groups
A couple of Members have expressed an interest in starting new
Groups in areas currently not covered by local Groups, namely
North Wales, Bristol and Bath, and the Kent area. This is
fantastic news, and I hope Members in these areas will register
their interest via phone or e-mail and hopefully we can get
these Groups up and running. Dave has offered to start the
North Wales Group, while Andrew Dunne is trying to get the
Kent area all fired up, and last but not least Mark Brown is
hoping to get some interest in the Bristol and Bath area.
Incidentally, as you know, this year’s Saab Owners Club National
will be held in Bath, so this is an ideal time to get involved. I
know there are a lot of enthusiastic Members who would like to
meet for a chat and get together but may be shy! Well rest
assured, I can confirm all these Saab enthusiasts and Members
are all very friendly and helpful, so go on... pay them a visit.

Local Group News
As you will see from the ‘What’s On’ pages there is a host of
things happening all year long, and hopefully there is something
near you. I will of course attend as many of these events as Mrs
Ellie allows!

The Beds Herts and Bucks Group, has been going from
strength to strength with a good strong Membership, and the
East Anglia Group has recruited a few more new Members, well
done. As I mentioned in the last edition of ‘Driver’, the website
is worth a look, and they also have a few events planned for the
year, so have a look at ‘What’s On’ to see if you can join them.

As for the South West Group… well Robin and Alex have
reported that the Group has settled very nicely and the whole
of the Southwest (including dealers) are aware of their presence
and are happy to help out whenever they have events and that
is great news. They too have a lot of events planned for 2010. I
will be attending the 900 Gathering in France with the South
West Group, so I will report on that in the next ‘Driver’, and of
course the ever growing Swedish Day in May is always well
attended and I will also be there.

The West Midlands Group is also enjoying a great
Membership with new Members popping in every month. I do
believe they have a full diary of events for 2010, some of which
are joint with other Clubs. I did get an e-mail from Karl Moxon
of the Ebor Group, reporting that they too have been getting
new Members at their meets which is fantastic news,

The Cheshire Group will be holding their Annual Spares
Day again, the venue will be at RAF Cosford and all dealers
and car booters are welcome, this will be on 6 June 2010,
from 9.00am onwards.

The Northwest Group will be doing their Annual Peaks and
Dales run, and I promise that I will be there this year, along with
a few Members from our local Group. Though we won’t be able
to get there from the Friday, we will make an early start to join
them early Saturday morning, the date for this is 4-5 June 2010.

Another great event is the Coventry Run, this takes place in
September, usually the first weekend. If you would like to join
this great weekend please contact me and I will pass on your
details to the organisers’.
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To all Saab drivers, and enthusiasts, if you get the chance to
attend one of these meets please do, you can be assured of a
warm welcome at any Group meet.

On the subject of Groups, if you have not yet sent your
books back please do so, as soon as you can, as the financial
year is over and the accounts need to be sent off.

South Yorkshire Saab
As you know, the South Yorkshire Group celebrated their 30th
year in 2009, and they are still going strong, they have a very
loyal Membership, and while the Northwest Group is not far
behind in terms of longevity (must be around 30 years), the
South Yorkshire Group has just had yet another celebration,
Sue Long (fantastic lady) wrote the following to me.

“Hi Ellie, hope this is not too late for the magazine – I have
literally just got back in from the party!

“South Yorkshire stalwarts, Geoff and Margaret Heath,
celebrated their Golden Wedding on 19 March. The party was
the following day and a very good time was had by all. Many
congratulations to the happy couple.”

Ellie Says… on behalf of all the SOC and Members
worldwide, we wish Geoff and Margaret all the best, and
congratulations for 50 years of marriage.

Still time to get ready for Summer…
In the last issue of the ‘Driver’, I printed a request for a Member
looking for a new home for a Classic 900 Convertible.
Unfortunately Sam took the car off sale after a prospective
buyer turned up, left a deposit then unfortunately, due to
personal circumstances, could not continue with the purchase.
I have been since informed this lovely example of a Classic 900
Convertible is still up for sale, the price is of course negotiable
and will have 12 months’ MOT. Detailed below is the e-mail I

received from Sam.
“Hi Ellie, I have a very sad situation. I have just bought a 93

Cabriolet, and because of the size of my current fleet of cars, I
have to sell one. I have opted to sell the C900 Cabriolet, and
hope it will go to a good Saab-loving home. It is a ‘J’ registered
car, and is in excellent order, the body and interior are in great
shape. I have seen to that personally as I run a valeting
company. The car will have 12 months’ MOT at the time of sale,
and has a full service history. Please ask any prospective buyers
to contact me via e-mail anne@verdicatz.com – or telephone
07866 439261. I am asking £4,200 ono. Due to a prospective
buyer pulling out of the purchase I am asking you to mention it
again in your fantastic pages, and hope that it will find a good
home, and make for enjoyable summer motoring.”

Contact Sam via the e-mail address above, (car pictured). You
can also contact Sam by telephone on 07866 439261, to
discuss the car and price in more detail.

Thanks Sam, I hope you find a buyer for this Classic, if I did not
already have a C900 Convertible, I would buy this car myself...
and as for ‘my fantastic pages’ well that’s a matter of opinion!

SOC around the World
I always seem to forget the fact that this magazine is distributed
to Members all around the world. As you can imagine, our
overseas Members may wonder why they don’t get a mention…
please feel free to send me information on what’s happening
worldwide, I am sure it will make for great reading. I hope to
hear from Members in these countries soon. ...Vietnam,
Belgium and France, I look forward to hearing from you, (of
course any Member’s input is welcome).

Signing Off
Well that’s about it from me until the next edition. Hopefully I
will have met loads of you around the UK and further afield at
various events, and you have enjoyed reading this edition of the
‘Driver’. Remember there are loads of events throughout the
year, so please do try to attend, and hopefully by the time of the
next ‘Driver’ I can report on yet another new Group. Hopefully in
the North Wales area, and the Bristol and Bath area.

PS: I have not received a single complaint following the last
‘Driver’, I must be doing something right after all these years. I
will await the complaints from this one! Have a great summer.

Ellie

AROUNDTHEUK
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Est 1988

Tel: 029 2081 0818 / 029 2081 3491
Unit A 17, Garth Works, Taffswell, CARDIFF CF15 7YF

• All Saabs Serviced and Repaired
• New and Guaranteed Used Parts
• Gearbox and Engine Rebuilds
• Phone for Quotes and Friendly Advice. 

15 Years Time Served Qualified Saab Engineer

Visit SAABStyle at 
www.saabstyle.co.uk

We have moved to a more central location – just off the A470/M4

CARDIFFOFSAABStyle Ltd

30 Years, Experience as a Dealer now

INDEPENDENT SAAB SPECIALIST
We offer SAAB Dealer Experience at Specialist Prices

• New & Used Car Sales • New, Used & Budget Parts
• Service & MOT • 10% Discount for SOC members

Tel: 01427 752332
www.regmorrisgarages.co.uk

1 Doncaster Road, Westwoodside, Doncaster

Reg MorriS GarageSReg MorriS GarageS

� The largest used Saab Centre specialist in
West London

� Family business established here 25 years
� Saabs supplied with parts and labour 

warranty available
� Saabs found to suit you the customer 

with our full workshop back-up

� Finance terms available subject to
acceptance

� Insurance-approved alarms and 
immobilisers fitted

� Part exchanges welcomed
� Open Mondays to Fridays 8am to 7pm 

or later by appointment
Saturdays 9.30am to 3.30pm

0208 579 2969
193-199 Northfield Ave, 
Ealing, London, W13 9QU
or fax 0208 840 0469

www.uses.co.uk
mail@uses.co.uk
Saab’s Bought for cash £££
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CLUB SCHEME

Members may now obtain Stainless Steel Exhaust Systems 

at very competitive prices.

Subject to the manufacturerʼs guarantee terms and conditions

their guarantee is for life for as long as you keep the car.

Your contract is directly with the manufacturers who provide a

VAT invoice along with the formal guarantee.

Membersʼ prices include 15% VAT and delivery UK Mainland.

Quotations supplied for deliveries elsewhere.

Systems are also available for a wide range of other

makes/types of vehicle. A range of Stainless steel clamps is

also available at £6.22 each including VAT plus, if sent

separately, p+p £3 per parcel.

Orders should be made directly to Guaranteed Exhaust

Systems Ltd. Tel: 01884 821237 Fax: 01884 820631 

e-mail: sales@gsexhausts.co.uk quoting: Name, Address,

Telephone Number, Membership Number and relevant vehicle

details including Registration Number. Immediate payment to

Guaranteed Exhaust Systems Ltd either by acceptable credit

card, cheque or cash. (Website: www.gsexhausts.co.uk) Think

stainless... with a lifetime guarantee and benefit as so many

have already – Order in good time – Avoid disappointment

when your present exhaust fails. This scheme is offered

without any liability or recourse to the Club or its Officials.

Some of the systems currently available are:      
CAR YEAR         MEMBER         EQUIV 

PRICE RRP
V4 95 £338.49 £449  
90 2L SAL 84-86 £300.10 £410
99L GL EMS GLS GLE SAL 76 on £297.82 £407
900 GL GLE EMS GLS CD 79-83 £297.94 £410
900 900i 85-90 £343.07 £410
900 Turbo 81-82 £399.61 £546
900 Turbo 84 on £386.85 £529
900i 16V Cat 89-91 £263.39 £359
900i 2L 16V HB 88-91 £343.07 £470
900i 2L 16V CAT 91-93 £235.10 £320
900i 2.3L CAT 16V 10/93 on £394.16 £540
900 Turbo CAT 8V 89 on £249.12 £339
900i 2L Turbo 16V CAT 10/93 on £394.16 £540
900i 2L Auto CAT 10/93 on £394.16 £540
900i 2L CAT Manual 10/93 on £330.81 £451
900i 2.3L CAT 93 on £394.16 £540
900i 2.5L CAT V6 24V 94 on £345.69 £473
9000 Turbo 16V HB 5dr NFP 85-88 £376.42 £515
9000 9000i 86-88 £376.42 £470
9000 2Li Turbo CAT CS 92 on £300.15 £521
9-3 2.01 CAT B2041 02/98 on £410.44 £526
9-3 2.01 CAT Turbo B204L 02/98 on £403.92 £526
9-3 2.01 CAT B2341 02/98-09/98 £410.44 £526
9-3 2.2L TDI CAT HB 03/98 on £411.42 £546
9-5 2LI 2.3LI Turbo CAT Sal 06/97-09/01 £463.54 £618
9-5 2LI CAT Est 06/97 on £387.84 £514
9-5 2.3LI Turbo CAT Sal 07/99 on £463.54 £712
9-5 2.3LI CAT Est 07/00 on £475.26 £750
9-5 2.3LI Turbo CAT Sal 06/97-09/01 £463.54 £712
9-5 3LI Turbo CAT Sal 06/97-09/01 £420.87 £559

STAINLESS STEEL EXHAUSTS

Catalytic systems are supplied excluding front pipe and CAT.
In course of introduction are catalytic converters to fit some Saab models

We Need Your News!
Don’t forget, Saab ‘Driver’ is your magazine and we

always welcome submissions from you, the Members.
If you’ve got a report, a review, a technical article, 

a travel piece or perhaps just a brief letter, send them
to us with any relevant photos at the highest

resolution your camera will allow. 

The Editor, Dave Garnett, 
Gorsey Field House, Birtle, Bury BL9 6UD. 

editor@saabclub.co.uk
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THE SOC 
Friday – Sunday, 
23-25 July
BATH RACECOURSE

NATIONA
2010
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It has not been an easy thing to do. After
listening to lots of people we tried to get a
motor sport event or location. A very big
hurdle indeed. We tried all sorts but for
one reason or another, we could not book
a location with motor sport connected.
One very big problem we have is the cost
of these events and there was no way we
could afford it. Not this year anyway.
Maybe another year with another group
who may find a more accommodating
track or venue.

So this year’s event will be very similar
to the 2009 event, we have booked the
Bath Racecourse, which is just north of
Bath City in the area of Lansdown. Very

easy to get to and just south of the M4.
We will be having the annual beauty

contest for all members to join in. Last
year’s car painting was a great success so
we will be doing that for the children again.

Derek is organising a Competitive
Gymkhana which the Race course has
agreed to. An easy-to-compete event in
any car.

We have the use of the whole inside
track area of the racecourse which
includes a very large building just in case
there is a small chance of rain.

We hope to see you all there.
Robin, Alex and the rest of

South West Saab.
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Having been going for just over a year,
our Group has been asked to host the
2010 National.

NAL
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BOOKING FORM
National The city of Bath has been welcoming visitors for over 2,000

years. Designated by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site, Bath
features some of the finest architecture in Europe. The
surrounding seven hills, the river Avon running through the
heart of the city, and the towers of Bath Abbey together create
a wonderful vista.

Bath takes a real pride in sharing its secrets and unique
heritage which can be explored in a variety of 40 museums,
galleries, gardens and attractions, whilst offering an intriguing
mix of theatre, festivals, good restaurants, sporting excellence
and quality shopping. Bath is situated between two areas of
outstanding natural beauty, the Cotswolds and the Mendips.

Here is the top ten things you must see and do in the
beautiful city of Bath...

Explore the Roman Baths
Fed by the only natural thermal spring in Britain, the Roman
Baths are some of the finest examples of remaining Roman
architecture in the world, and the museum takes you on a
journey of discovery through the story of Bath and its spa.

Bathe at Thermae Bath Spa
This modern spa complex, utilising pre-existing Georgian
buildings, is the only place in Britain to relax in naturally warm
waters. Bathe in the pools, relax in scented steam rooms and
experience the view over the city from the roof-top pool.

Take your seat at a festival
Bath is known as a cultural hot-spot, and this is evident in the
number of festivals that happen throughout the year. There is
something for everyone to enjoy.

Tour the iconic sights
Whether on foot or by tour bus, you cannot visit Bath without
seeing the most famous architectural sights. Stunning creations
including the Royal Crescent, Circus, Bath Abbey and Pulteney
Bridge, are truly awe inspiring.

Immerse yourself in the world of Jane Austen
Even if Bath’s most famous resident wasn't enamoured with
Bath, the city's influence cannot be missed. Discover her story
at the Jane Austen Centre and walk in her steps with the Jane
Austen walking tour.

Take afternoon tea
There is nothing more British than a good cup of tea. Take the
time to have it in style, as the Georgians did, in the splendid
Pump Rooms. Alternatively, enjoy tea in one of Bath’s many
tearooms, restaurants and café’s.

Shop until you drop
Bath has much to offer any shopper – stylish boutiques and
fashionable brands for the serious shopper, quirky independent
shops and quaint cobbled streets for browsers to explore.

Watch a show at Bath's Theatre Royal
Take your seat and enjoy a show in one of the country’s oldest
theatres. Throughout the year the theatre offers a wide range of
performances, including dance, drama, music and comedy.

Try the local delicacies
No visit to Bath is complete without the sampling of a Bath bun
– or a Sally Lunn bun, whichever you prefer. Try both, and then
debate which is your favourite over a pint of Bellringer ale.

Visit the museums and galleries
If art and history are your passions, Bath has a huge range of
intriguing and mesmerising exhibitions showing year round in
stunning venues.

Booking information to:
Keith and Sue Long, 10 Byrne Close, Barugh Green,
Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S75 1NS.
Cheques payable to The Saab Owners Club GB Ltd.
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Name

Membership Number

Address

Postcode

Telephone

E-mail

No. £
PRE-BOOKED PITCHES, PER UNIT

@ £12.00 per night (for one night)

@ £10.00 per night (2+ nights)

ELECTRIC HOOK-UP

@ £3.00 per night (for one night) 

@ £2.50 per night (2+ nights)

DAY VISITORS

Member @ £3.00 per day

Non-member (pre-booked) @ £4.00 per day

Children under 16 free

Total for camping/caravan etc.

MEALS 

Friday supper – adults @ £10.50

Friday supper (vegetarian) – adults @ £10.50

Friday supper – child @ FREE

Friday supper (vegetarian) – child @ FREE

Saturday BBQ – adults @ £13.00

Saturday BBQ (vegetarian) – adults @ £13.00

Saturday BBQ – child @ FREE

Saturday BBQ (vegetarian) – child @ FREE

GRAND TOTAL
Booking form should be sent to arrive with Keith and Sue Long
no later than 14 July 2010. Please let us know of any special
requirements. (Photocopies accepted)

Non Members can join the Club by downloading a form from:
www.saabclub.co.uk quoting code ‘natl2010’ to qualify for a
special one-year membership rate, without a joining fee.
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‘Splatting’
new members
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JOIN THE UK’s LEADING
SAAB OWNERS CLUB
Membership of the Club offers a wide range
of benefits, including:

• An exclusive bi-monthly 64-page

• National and local events held 
throughout the year 

• An extensive Club Shop

• A nationwide network of dealers and
specialist suppliers who offer discounts
and technical support for Club Members

• Discounts at various outlets

• Exclusive Owners Club Insurance schemes.

• Technical information and help

• Preferential RAC rates

• Club Valuation Scheme

• Online comprehensive website

Join at www.saabclub.co.uk
or phone 01954 232810
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We are always on the look
out for new Members, and
what better way than to
‘splat’ them!!

You’ll find five ‘splat’ cards on this page, just
carefully cut these out and when you see a Saab
– young or old – just pop one of them under the
windscreen wiper, it’s as easy as that.

If you need any more ‘splat’ cards we will be
printing a further set in the next issue, 
but if you can’t wait contact
annes@mypec.co.uk 
0113 255 6866 for more.

www.saabclub.co.uk
Please quote Ref. No. MJ10

Please quote Ref. No. MJ10

Please quote Ref. No. MJ10

Please quote Ref. No. MJ10

Please quote Ref. No. MJ10
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My Saab obsession crept on me (as I have now discovered,
probably happened to others reading this article). Late on
Friday night three and a half years ago I was watching an
episode of Rebus (one starring John Hannah, not Ken Stott), I
was struck by the C900 two-door Saloon driven by the star. It
was an awesome incident, one which was to change my life
(maybe for the good…).

I had been a car fanatic for all my life. My parents claim that
my first word was ‘car’, in fact. For the most part I was
obsessed with Ford’s classic models in particular. I had owned
11 of Ford’s finest but after the aforementioned evening, the
desire to own a Saab was quite an over-powering obsession.
Initially I went looking for a C900. I trawled the many Saab and
motoring websites seeking out the right car. I even e-mailed
many of the main dealers asking them if they had a suitable car
part-exchange. Could I find a suitable car, could I heck. Then,
quite by chance my local Saab dealership (Cecil and Larter, Bury
St. Edmunds) took in a C900 five-door LPT in white with a black
leather trim. Straight after work I went to the dealership to see
it. I can now remember how impressed I was by the wonderful
exhaust note as it came around to the front of dealership,
fabulous! What happened next I think I will regret for a very long
time to come (it has been a couple of years already). The
aforementioned C900 had very, very little MOT on it, and
although I tried to negotiate with the dealer to put a year’s
ticket on the car, I failed and the car ended up on the dreaded
e-Bay, and went for half as much again, d’oh! For months after
this I searched and searched for another suitable car and at this
point whilst talking to a dealer in Essex he mentioned to me
about a 9000 he had just sent to the auctions, and suggested I
tried a 9000 as they are a great car and would be a good buy.
So with this in mind I started to read all I could about the 9000
and they did indeed seem to be a good buy. Eventually I tracked
down my current car through Buckingham and Stanley in
Histon, Cambridge. It is a 1997 2.3 FPT CSE manual in silver

with beige leather interior. Buckingham and Stanley were
marvellous – they serviced, changed the water pump, repaired
the boost gauge, MOT’d it and then to top the lot they
delivered the car to my house in Bury St. Edmunds, some 30
miles away because my wife had just had a caesarean section
with our second child a couple of weeks prior, and as such was
unable to drive. Now that is service! Certainly this is something
that would not happen if I had brought a part-exchange car
from my local Ford agent.

I think that when talking about the Saab ‘community’ people
outside of it would dismiss the idea of a motoring community as
being impossible. I and others reading this article will agree that
owning a Saab is a very different experience to owning any other
make of car. It can (and frequently does) become a way of life. I
have been so overwhelmed by the warmth of welcome I have
received from the many people (and businesses) I have contact
with, when making enquiries about either car sales, parts or
service. Most recently however, I have started to attend the East
Anglia Group meetings and this has been an absolute joy,
something I look forward to every month. All this goes to
underline what is so uniquely special about the Saab community.

It is impossible to define what Saabs have, and other cars
don’t, but I believe it is a mixture of things, here are a few. 

One. It is a statement of individuality; Saabs are just different
from anything else on the road. Two. It is that feeling when driving
when the turbo kicks in and that magic carpet whoosh you get as
you are propelled forwards. I will never tire of that! Three. It is a
statement of discernment. People drive BMWs, Audis and other
makes because they think they should, driving a Saab says that
you are lucky enough to be privy to a very special secret.

To conclude, I spend a lot of time looking at Saabs (just
check out my thread on UKSaabs – Brooklands pics), and as I
start to ponder what to buy next it has to be a C900, as they
are the reason I now have this (welcomed) obsession in my life.

Mark Blewitt

REFLECTIONS ON SAAB
Maybe it’s out of need or a deep-seated desire to be a motoring journalist, say like Martin
Buckley, or maybe because even though the many (and I mean many!) hundreds of posts on
the Uksaabs forum have allowed me to share my inner-most Saaby musings it is not clear,
however I just felt that there was an article in me (maybe more!).
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The second amazing thing about Saab’s is that not only are the
mechanicals well designed, but the general fit, finish and
longevity of the interior is also unparalleled. Computers,
switches, general electric’s, not to mention the leather used
and the quality of the plastics using in the trim, means that the
individual components are more than capable of surviving when
the rest of the car has succumbed to the rigour of time.

So, what happens to a Saab when the vehicle is involved in
an incident that makes the vehicle BER (Beyond Economic
Repair), and the owner/insurance company scraps the vehicle,
or comes to the natural end of its life?

Well, hopefully it will end up with us at Neo Brothers. For
many years now we have based our business on reclaiming
Saab’s, to allow other Saab’s to live on where perhaps under
normal circumstances they would not have been viable to
repair. Extending the life of these amazing cars is our passion.
No other vehicle is so well put together that it lends itself to
this type of business, and believe us when we say we have tried
other Marques alongside our beloved Saab.

Now I hear you, Neo Brothers are just another breakers yard, a
dirty smelly place with a couple of under fed dogs roaming around

unchecked. In reality, this could not be further from the truth! We
pride ourselves on the quality of our premises; each bay is
cleaned meticulously after every car that passes through it,
whether that be a service, a Maptun modification, or a full recycle.

The majority of cars we come across are ones that have been
involved in serious accidents, ones that the insurance
companies write off. In some instances the insurers come to us,
in others, we have dedicated staff who find these cars through
auction houses around the country. We have a dedicated
recovery drivers who spend their weeks trawling up and down
the country recovering these vehicles to our re-cycling centre in
North London.

So, the process itself. Most of our cars are CAT B classified.
This is a grading that insurers assign to a vehicle that has been
involved in an accident, the classifications are as follows:

• CAT D and C – Cars are considered un-economical to
repair but could, given enough time in the workshop, be
returned to the road

• CAT B – A car that is so badly damaged that it can only be
used for the salvaging of spare parts.

• CAT A – A car that has to be sent to the crusher as is.

NEO BROTHERS AND END OF LIFE VEHICLES (ELVS)

OLD SAABS 
NEVER DIE…
As you know, Saabs are long lived beasts of burden, capable of very high mileage and a very long
life span if treated with love and attention. This is in no small part a reflection on the passion with
which they were created, the attention to detail and tolerances on the engines are astounding
when compared to some of the modern day equivalents. If you consider the fact that there are still
items used on the 2009 Saab 9-5 that were derived from the Saab 99s of the 1970s.
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When a car arrives at Neo Brothers, ironically, the first thing
we try to do is get it to run. This is to test the engine, gearbox
and all its ancillaries, to ensure that the parts we are recycling
are in good working order. We never assume a part works. For it
to be entered into our stores system for resale, we need to be
100% sure that it works correctly. This is true for the tiniest
switch to a complete engine assembly. Nothing gets into stores
before all doubt is removed that it is reusable. We have
developed custom looms, test rigs and obviously the use of
Tech II to allow us to accurately test and interrogate these parts
to sift the wheat from the chaff.

Once we have established if the vehicle runs, it is then driven
(either under its own steam or assisted with one of our fork
lifts) into the de-pollutant bay. Again, the government is keenly
focused that ELVs are decontaminated correctly, and that the
harmful elements of the vehicles are safely removed and sent to
proper processing plants. The process is as follows:

1. Tech II Divorce all electrics
2. Battery Removal
3. Engine Oil Removed
4. Transmission Fluid Removed
5. Power Steering Fluid Removed
6. Brake/Clutch Fluid Removed
7. Reclamation of Air Con Gas
8. Lead Wheel Weights Removed
9. Asbestos Friction Material 

(Brake Pads, Clutch Plate) Removed
10. Airbags and Pyrotechnics 

(seatbelt pre-tensioners) Deployed/Made Safe
11. Tyre Removal
12. Catalytic Converter Removed
13. Drain Shock Absorber Oil
14. Remove Fuel
15. Remove antifreeze

This process takes around 45mins to an hour, most centres
charge £75 for this service, but we believe at Neo Brothers that

this step should form part of the recycling process, and hence
we don’t charge for it.

The car is then moved to the dismantling bay, where it is
assessed and any and all usable parts are removed. Each
vehicle is annotated with a shopping list, those parts that we
know customers are waiting for, and those parts that we know
customers will be waiting for (common failure items).

All alloy materials and glass are removed for recycling. The
remaining carcass is then prepared to be passed on the next
recycling centre, who will remove the rest of the plastics then
prepare the metal for complete recycling.

Our benchmark is to recycle 85% of the vehicle by weight, and
we continue to hit these figures consistently. As such, we have
been awarded the status of official ELV centre by the government,
who come round and assess us on a regular basis to ensure that
we are maintaining our standards and operating procedures.

The story however does not stop there. To allow us to
function in this capacity, we have to hold several certificates
that allow us to legally buy, store, and transfer vehicles. Part of
this is covered by the Waste Transfer License, a piece of paper
that means we can legally move ELVs around the country to
ensure that we maintain our 85% by weight figures. Each vehicle
recycled is issued with a waste transfer note, that remains with
the vehicle throughout its time with us, and is then transferred
with the vehicle when it passes into the final stage of recycling.
We have a legal responsibility to ensure that this note is
accurate, and we are audited against these records.

To give you an idea as to the scale of the operation, we
recycle two-three cars every day.

Although it is sad to break apart the cars that we love, we
know that we are doing a service to the Saab community as a
whole. So, the next time you phone us for that random piece of
trim, or that failed switch, replacement cylinder head,
refurbished brake calliper etc, you now have some idea as to
what it takes to get that part to you. We get the satisfaction of
knowing that another Saab is back on the road servicing its
owner in the way intended.

EDITORIAL
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The really keen-eyed will not have missed the visual tidying-up
effect of fitting the Aero/Anniversary body kit, front to rear,
along with a set of 16”x6.5” Super Aero wheels shod with
205x55 rubbers. Even now, several months after the body trim
changes were made I’m still surprised at how much cleaner the
detailed outline of the car appears to be, from pretty much any
angle you choose to view it from, and particularly around the
sills and front under-tray. Whether any of this actually delivers
aerodynamic improvements regarding high speed stability or
lowered air resistance, as compared to the originally fitted
visual mishmash of trim parts, I can’t detect to be honest. I
imagine though in days past, the marketing men may have
alluded to lowered Cd values resulting from the fitment of this
kit, but I doubt it made much of an impact on the published
overall value for the model of 0.32.

What I do know is that the slightly larger and wider wheel and
tyre combo, provided by the Super Aeros does significantly
raise grip levels and enhance steering feel without introducing
undesirable additional road noise or bump-thump through the
steering, as compared to the ‘old’ standard, 15”x6” balloon-like
195x65 kit that came on the car. My tyre choice of 205x55
Continental Sport Contact 2s might not be the most exciting,
but their longevity, comfort and wet weather performance
swayed me away from some much praised more rigid

alternatives like Toyo Proxes. Time will tell, but to date I’ve not
regretted their selection. However what was unexpectedly time-
consuming and painful was the process of getting re-shod
wheels accurately balanced. Incredibly, three different reputable
wheel and tyre outfits all failed to rectify troublesome vibration
through the steering wheel and floor-pan at c.50mph, at
c.60mph and then c.70mph but were only too keen to offer up
a range of causal explanations including, (a) wheels out-of-true,
(b) tyre manufacturing faults, (c) front disc wear, (d) wheels
requiring on-vehicle balancing, and (e) faults with the front
suspension and steering rack.

My initial concern regarding wheels out-of-true was pretty
much allayed by double-checking their ‘history’ with my
supplier, and then their physical characteristics with the outfit
that had refurbished them, prior to the new Continentals going
on. The mystery vibration problem was made no less annoying
and puzzling by the fact that absolutely nothing else had
changed on the car between removing the perfectly balanced,
smooth old 15” wheels and balloon-like tyres and the fitment of
the 16” package. No impacts had occurred, no nasty kerbing
incidents experienced and no shock and awe potholing either.
And, bearing in mind the background for doing any of this was
that the 11-year-old 15” wheels and not quite so old 195x65
Goodyear and Michelin tyres were respectively getting tatty and
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MIDNIGHT
BLUEThe Story Continues...

Since Issue 4 of the ‘Driver’ July/August
2009, ‘Midnight Blue’, so christened by
Dave Garnett, has undergone a few
subtle changes. 
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worn out, so certainly up for replacement, that old falsely
comforting fall-back position of a resigned ‘oh well’ when a
whimsical project of changing things for the sake of it and
venturing into really risky unknown territory, wasn’t available to
me and just didn’t apply!

Thankfully, my despairing incandescence was eventually
neutralised by Steve Meredith at Paradise Classic Saabs, who
pointed me to Supertracker in Southampton where, amidst an
air of genuine but not altogether surprised disbelief at the sight
of the hopeless tell-tale adhesive trail left by the differently
weighted and wrongly positioned stick-ons, all four wheels were
carefully rebalanced and the car’s tracking finely checked and
adjusted: what a result – vibration problem totally solved and
interestingly, high load torque steer substantially reduced –
smiley Saab driver’s face returned in spades!

Internally also, a couple of changes have been successfully
completed with the in-dash installation of the customary
Turbo/Apc gauge found on the full pressure variants of the 9000
range, plus dark wood trim matching that of the dash module
onto the door caps, front passenger side air vent and gear lever
surrounds, rear central ashtray front, along with the central
switch panel and storage box lid, all mimicking the Griffin spec.
Despite the fact that the seat trim isn’t leather I reckon the
overall effect sits well enough with the original light beige fabric,
and seems to have tidied-up the previous hotchpotch of trim
surface colours ranging from light cream through dark walnut to
charcoal grey. Mind you, when all is said and done, it’s all in the
eyes of the beholder.

The least visible alteration made in the last few months can
only really be seen from below, when the car’s up on a hoist or
sitting on top of an inspection pit, but my goodness does it
make some impact. Installed both front and rear is a set of
SAS’s well-regarded, up-rated anti-roll bars with associated
poly-bushings. The dimensional contrast between the original
spec bars as they came off, and the up-rated variants were truly
stark. The diameter increase of 7mm from 18mm to 25mm
made the factory-fitted kit look remarkably puny and ill-suited
to the job required of them. Were they perhaps a long overdue
upgrade waiting to happen that fell victim to the ‘bean-
counters’ at Trollhättan or elsewhere? I don’t suppose we’ll ever

know, but on the basis of the positive benefits the more chunky
‘A-R bars’ deliver, this really was a mod Saab should have done
themselves on the production line.

What’s immediately apparent after fitting the SAS bars is that
steering feel and turn-in are much more crisp and precise, that
the overall body composure of the car is hugely enhanced at all
speeds and in any conditions. Certainly it’s much less inclined
to be a bit of a boat at the ragged edge, since now when
pressing on it provides a much better platform on which to
safely enjoy the readily available 295bhp released by SaabFlight
last year, through delivering greater levels of reassurance and
reserves of control to the driver. Perhaps it’s more like its award-
winning, reputably sharper handling sister the Alfa 164, although
regrettably I can’t attest to that from first-hand experience!

Anyway enough of historical digression, coincidentally
because of a brief supply hiccup with the fitting accessories for
the front bar, I experienced SAS kit fitment in two steps –
courtesy of Simon at DCA – with just the rear unit on first for a
few hundred miles then followed by the second ‘completing’
front bar some days later. On reflection, this experience seemed
to suggest that the new rear bar on its own contributes about
20-25% of the above handling improvements and the front
when in tandem with it, the remaining 75%-80%. I’d almost go
as far as to say it’s a ‘no-brainer’ not to fit the complete front
and rear kit, since ‘rear-only’ feels pretty marginal and
unimpressive in the improvement stakes and verges on being a
waste of time considering the time and costs involved.
Furthermore of course, conventional wisdom says ‘front only’ is
not a safe alternative either, so best not even entertain it!

So what’s next? Most probably a number of things involving
oily bits for example from gearbox and differential to injectors
and delivery pipe are most probably in the reckoning. And is
there a target to achieve you may ask? Well, it would be nice to
match or better a truly usable output level equivalent to GGR’s
Focus RS 340 or even their latest GGR 370 offering, not-with-
standing having only four Saab cylinders to their (Volvo) five and
some 220cc fewer to play with, while already having +172,000
miles on the clock; ever the optimist I guess, and before I’m
asked, no, there are no Revo-knuckle type mods planned either!

Peter McAlley
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All correspondence to:
ALISTAIR PHILPOTT 

Rivendell, Middle Street, Swinton, Malton, North Yorkshire, YO17 6SR
Tel: +44 (0)1653 697561   E-mail: registers@saabclub.co.uk

Summer is just about here! Well it will be by the time this edition of
‘Driver’ lands on your doormats. I’m looking forward to seeing lots
of V4s out and about at events over the summer, I hope plenty of
you will find the time to get them seen at Club events as well as
enjoying them in between.

V4 grille badges
An update from Graham Ballantyne, he has a supplier who could
reproduce these badges, he would need at least 50 confirmed
orders to make the costs realistic at around £12 per badge. If anyone
is interested, please call Graham direct on 01224 324810.

Fuel level sender gaskets
I received a reply from Alan Hobson regarding the gaskets to seal
around the top of the fuel level sender, as queried by Ronan Sill in
the last issue. Alan’s advice was: 

“I have been told these are the same as fitted to old Volvos, and
indeed have actually sourced a new sender gasket from Tony Barrett,
‘the old Volvo man’ on 020 8525 7283 (Braydon Motor Company),
although that was four years ago – and I haven’t checked to see if he
is still trading.”

‘Land-locked’ V4 near Edinburgh
For those of you who recall the mention in the last issue, I received a
couple of enquiries from Scotland, one from John Wyatt and another
whose name I couldn’t make out and who unfortunately didn’t leave a
phone number with his message. However, I was unable to locate
the e-mail I had received with details of the ‘land-locked’ car but there
was another Scottish car available and I have put John in touch with
the owner. If there is any update, John, please let me know.

Heather Hop 2010 – another update
Sorry folks, not much more to add other than to confirm 4 September
for this event, open to all Two-Stroke and V4 engined Saabs. As
previously stated, I can be persuaded to permit younger non-‘Jelly
Mould’ Saabs if you ask me nicely!

Basic format will be as per the last Heather Hop event, an
informal run, mostly on quiet roads, taking in some of the most
stunning scenery available in the North York Moors national park,
with a few choice stops along the way. As relatively few stayed on
for the meal after the event last time, if there is enough interest I will
arrange a suitable lunch halt where we can all get together and talk
about noisy balance shaft bearings, leaking valve stem seals, and why

Alan Hobson also mentioned he had seen the car pictured in the park at
Ipswich prior to the run to Felixstowe, last year. He asked if it is known to the
Club, and if the owner is a Member. This is the car belonging to Mary Uren
which I featured once in ‘Driver’ a few years back now, it’s good to hear that
the car is still clearly in regular use and drawing attention to itself, as it should!

96 CONVERTIBLE
SPOTTED
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stroker owners don’t get to enjoy any of that fun!
Starting point will be in the Pickering area, I’ve not planned the

route yet but it will either end at Sutton Bank, or may end up as a
circular route this time. Current ideas are to take in Dalby Forest,
the Hole of Horcum, Cropton Forest, Rosedale, Blakey Rigg and
possibly Wass Forest via Helmsley.

Please call or e-mail if you’re interested, I will also post details on
UKSaabs.

Richard Skelton’s 95
After my request a couple of issues ago, Richard has kindly sent in
some photos of his beautiful 95V4, which, like me, enjoyed its 40th
birthday last year… (!) Richard has a couple of requests himself, if
anyone can help please get in touch.

“Please can you help me with some information about spares for
the car? I need a replacement pair of lever arm rear shock absorbers
and also some ‘period’ style windscreen wipers to replace the horrid
modern ones that went on last week so it could pass its MOT.”

The car looks fabulous Richard, I hope you enjoy it!

New registrations
A quiet time recently, as I have received no new registrations. Please
send them in folks when you get a new car, or if you have recently
joined the Club, e-mail for the form if you don’t have it.

Finally, a big thank you to Robert Hubbard who recently sent me a
series of photos for a ‘How To’ feature on certain jobs that are not well
described in the Haynes manuals. Unfortunately I ran out of time to
scan them all in for this issue, but I’ll try to finish it for next time. Rob
has been a great source of articles to me over the last few years, I even
recognise your handwriting now, Rob! Many thanks for the input,
please keep it up.

On that point, for the first time in the last five years that I have been
writing this column I am actually getting a little short of material, so
please feel free to inundate me with your questions, news, ideas,
anecdotes, advice, or anything else remotely V4 related. I try to publish
all the material I receive, even though sometimes it may take a couple
of issues to find a slot. Please don’t hold off sending me your input.

Have a splendid Saabing summer everyone... Cheers!
Al

Some of you may recall a few years back, a gentleman from
France, Dominique Cuingnet, was looking for help bringing
home a 96 he had bought from someone north of Manchester.
Dominique was helped out by Andrew Manning and a couple
of other Members, and he keeps in touch with developments –
the 96 has gone on to compete in all manner of road rallies in
the Sud-Ouest. He recently got in touch to say the following: 

“Hi Alistair, It is a long time that I have sent news from
Pyrénées and from my Saabs 95 96s 99s 900s but everything is
OK and ‘Saab is Saved’.

“I have raced several rallies last year with my Manchester’s 96.
(Thanks to you and Andrew) and finished 22nd of ‘Le Challenge
Historique d’Aquitaine’ there are six events Carto de Bergerac,
Vignes et Virages, Prunes et Bastides, Critérium des Violettes,
Bordeaux Sud Ouest Classic and Coupe des Pyrénées.

“Have a look to the picture (Eliott and Zoe) because I am
proud, the relief seem take on by my grand children.”

Great to see your grandchildren flying the SOC flag Dominique,
and well done on all your successes – keep it up please!

NEWS FROM 
SOUTH WEST
FRANCE
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Looking back thirty years (is it really that
long ago!) to the 1980 99 brochure gives
an interesting insight into the concerns
and fashions of the time. For Saab, key
areas were excellent handling combined
with safety and comfort to improve
driver competence and alertness in the
intensive traffic situations of ‘modern’
driving, in summary – ‘Saab makes you a
better driver’.

The dashboard instruments,
‘developed in collaboration with
experienced aerospace engineers’ were
recessed into matt black to reduce glare
with round dials chosen as the easiest to
read. ‘Harmony of the driver’s
environment’ was developed with
scientific testing. A whole page is devoted
to the quality of the seats. Practicality and
fuel economy are also emphasised. The
bumpers were self repairing in collisions
up to 5mph. Although the engineering
aspirations seem very modern, tastes in
colours have changed considerably in the
last three decades! Just six colours, which
included two Browns and no metallics,
were offered along with Tan, Blue or
Green (very Green!) for the interior.

Clearly aware that the 99 was
never going to win in the then
popular 0 to 60 go-faster-stripe
hot-hatch stakes, the brochure
appealed to a different (more
mature?) customer, emphasising
the 99’s subtler qualities. It
concluded: ‘It is a down-to-earth
but elegant car. It is un-matched in
its road-worthiness – and sporty
when the mood is upon you. It is
more practical than most other
cars. It is more comfortable than
the average. What else could you
demand of a car?’ And then there
was the turbo…

Stuart

30 YEARS AGO…
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90/99REGISTER

As I write this at the end of March, with the
long winter hopefully ended at last and
temperatures gradually rising (though it’s still
raining!) it feels like the time of year to sort
out some of the jobs pending on the 90.
Cars seem to fall into two categories –
those which break down at the slightest hint
of a problem and those, like the 99/90,
which will soldier on regardless, with none
of the modern ‘safe mode’ to hold them
back and force you into the garage. A
consequence of this is that it is easy to keep
putting jobs off for another day, until you
end up with quite a list.

In the case of the 90 the clutch release
bearing has been noisy since the car was put
back on the road after being laid up three
years ago, during the winter the alternator
had started whining intermittently, and when
the engine gets really hot in traffic the
tickover drops and the carburettor leaks
petrol from the overflow. The noises I can

live with for now but the carb does need
sorting. Non-injection 99s and 90s seem to
be fitted variously with Zenith, Stromberg
and Solex carburettors of basically the same
design. Overhaul kits are still readily available
for these. By the next issue I should have a
kit fitted and will report on whether it
provides a cure.

One problem I had sorted over the
winter was the knocking front suspension.
As I mentioned last time I tried fitting some
front dampers made by KYB. Unfortunately
after a couple of weeks of battling with our
disintegrating and speed hump strewn roads
one of them started creaking, so I’ve had to
change it again under warranty. Luckily this is
one of the easiest tasks you can tackle on
the suspension, with just two nuts to undo.
Creaking aside, the dampers perform well in
terms of ride and handling, so hopefully I’ve
now got a good pair.

Stuart

All correspondence to:
STUART PAYNE 

11 Whenman Avenue Bexley, Kent DA5 2BS
Tel: 01322 521580   e-mail: 99@saabclub.co.uk

New dampers on Saab 90
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99TURBOREGISTER

All correspondence to:

CHRIS FOXLEY
99 Turbo Registrar,

Tyn-y-Celyn, Derwen, Corwen, Denbighshire, LL21 9SF 
Tel: 01824 750639   

E-mail: 99t@saabclub.co.uk

I received an e-mail back in January from a
99T owner in Italy who was trying to locate
a Fuel Level Transmitter for a 1980 two-
door, P/N 8326209. I tried my usual
sources, as well as Richard Cooper the
fountain of all 99 Turbo knowledge on UK
Saabs, all to no avail. Fortunately Amos (our
Italian 99T driver) has found a supplier in
Finland, for the reasonable price of 28Euros.
If anybody is in need of one of these I can
try and find a supplier.

Chris Wright has e-mailed to ask if I can
help to source a front screen. Steve at
Malbrad can obtain them, but they have to
be ordered, around £200. The only other
source appears to be AutoGlass. The best
price I could get was £190 fitted, the only
problem being that Green is the only
colour available despite Bronze and Clear
being listed.

Alan Bunyan has contacted me regarding
a wind deflector for his 99T. Well Alan, I’ve
been down in the murky depths of the
Turbo archive, and I have unearthed a few
old accessory catalogues, some Swedish
market only. Whilst the said wind deflector

only ever appears on 900s in the various
brochures it is also listed as fitting 99s under
the same P/N. When I checked the
accessory catalogue and price list from May
1978 there is no mention of it. I don’t have
a catalogue for 1979, but in January 1980 it
makes an appearance, listed as fitting all with
a sunroof – P/N 105122006. This number
does vary somewhat over the following
model years.

Danny Smith has e-mailed, with the sad
news of breaking his Red 1980 two-door 99
Turbo. It is totally complete, rather rusty in
places, there are a few spares available as well:
• Three piece Borg and Beck clutch kit – BN
• Spare Turbo
• Cylinder Heads
• and other bits and pieces

Danny lives in Northants, if anyone’s
interested in the above then please contact
me for the details.

Finally tales of the Fleet 
at Turbo Towers
I’ve assembled the engine and box for the
two-door, just need to locate a Turbo and

exhaust manifold, and then I can start the
surgery (if the weather will allow!).

I mentioned in my last ramblings that I
was awaiting a new clutch plate from AP
Racing. It had lasted well (10 years),
unfortunately AP are no longer able to
supply a centre plate to fit 99Ts, so they sent
a ceramic paddle plate instead. After many
hours of deep deliberation I’ve decided not
to fit this, so it’s gone to a very deserving
home in Ormskirk (hope Jan doesn’t read
this). I found a company in Leeds who have
re-lined my old friction plate with the
original uprated specification for £50+. For
anyone who would like to know they can
be contacted at CG Motorsport, 0113 242
6359, ask for Mick.

Chris

Stig at the wheel of the Museum 99T. I believe that this car was the last one that the ‘Works’
produced, can anyone out there in Turboland shed any light on this?
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Mail order service
for parts and accessories

Parts Hotline: (01342) 718799
Parts Fax: (01342) 714085

All major credit cards accepted

Authorised Dealer

Turners Hill Garage Ltd
Turners Hill, Crawley, West Sussex

Website: http://www.saab.uk.com
Email: parts@saab.uk.com

SAAB

Before today I’ve written this Register in foreign hotels, airplanes high in
the sky, my office in London and of course my home in Dunstable.
Today though is the first time I’ve written some of the C900 pages from
the middle of the Bay of Biscay! It’s all been for work, so my C900 isn’t
with me – in fact as I started this it was at Nottingham Saab after being
laid up for winter. An MOT, some welding, wheel change and service
later though and it was back home, ready for myself and Naomi to take
to France for the C900 day in Paris – more of which later.

For now though, I should really apologise for the lack of the C900
pages in the ‘Driver’ magazines of late. I have no better excuse than
the pressures of life really, which include an increasingly busy job and
a new house that seems to consume most of my time and money.
The latter is a good point actually, as postal registrations seem to be
non-existent now. And while I’m sure the improved system on the
SOC website is partly responsible for this, I can’t help wonder if
some have either got lost in the post, or sent to my old abode. I’d
urge anyone who has sent a registration or other correspondence in
the last six months who hasn’t received a reply or seen anything
appear here to get back in touch. It may have just got lost in a
house-move box, of which many still remain unpacked!

However there are a couple of new (and old) registrations to go
to print this time, so it’s not completely quiet on that front.

Late last year I received this e-mail from George Smith who used
to live in Sutton Coldfield, West Mids. He made the move to
Australia a couple of years ago, and recently set about finding
himself a nice C900. Having scanned the ads he found his perfect
car; low mileage, two owners, full aero kit and service history. The
only problem – it was over 1,100 miles away! Personally I believe
that it’s worth travelling for the right car, and it seems George was
as well because he made the trip. It’s a stunning car, and if you want
to see what a life without road salt does to an old C900 then just
take a look at his stunning engine bay picture! Maybe it’s time we all
moved our C900s down under to preserve them a little longer.

Other registrations include Richard Collett’s late model C900i
Aero, James Startton’s three-door T16S, Christian Sawyers T8 two
door, Mark Role’s C900 T16S two-door, Tim Waterhouse’s late
model convertible, Mark Chapple’s low-miles three door T16S.
Finally Kevin Woolnough’s even lower mileage C900 Aero Lpt three
door. Not a bad amount of registrations, but as I say I’m concerned
some have gone missing in the post, house move or even been sent
to the wrong address. Please get in touch if you think you are
affected and I’ll try to get the register updated.

Which leads me back to another trying time – our attempts to get to
the C900 day in Paris. Those who know me or my car will understand
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SAABTEC
Sales • Servicing • MOT & Parts 

manual transmission repair a speciality
Tech 2 diagnostics

Collection & Delivery arranged Courtesy Cars
close to A57 Manchester/Sheffield – Credit cards accepted

Unit 4B, Hadfield Mills, Platt St, Padfield, Glossop SK13 1EB

TEL: 01457 867878 
MOB: 0780 1103426 FAX: 01457 852944

e-mail: richardelliott@saabtec.co.uk
www.saabtec.co.uk
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SERVICING:
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that its European track record isn’t great. So when it refused to start on
the morning of our trip, it would be fair to say that I was yet again close
to throwing the towel in – it’s like the thing is taunting me now.

So with the engine turning over but not firing I suspected it was
something to do with the ignition or fuel system. A couple of phone
calls later and both Steve Lewis and a friendly RAC man arrived at the
door. A big thank you is due to Steve in particular as he dropped
everything to come to my aid, and had a boot full of possible problem
parts. Anyway, after changing various parts of the system it was traced
to a faulty alarm box that had shorted itself out and was immobilising
the car – not what you need when you’re already late for a ferry.

With the alarm finally disconnected, again thanks to one of Steve’s
contacts, we set off for Dover to catch the 4.00pm ferry, which we
made with only minutes to spare. Although the car was running,
everything wasn’t well as it tended to idle high and hunt around a little –
I haven’t had a chance to check but I suspect a loose or split hose, or
maybe even a dodgy earth now the alarm wiring has been disturbed.

Nevertheless we made it to Lille, where we were staying for the
night. Six other C900s had already made the trip from the UK and we
were all parked in the local fire station thanks to Thierry, a local Saab
C900 nut and chief fire officer for the town. On the Sunday morning we
took part in a convoy from Lille to Paris where we met up with other
C900s at the aviation museum. I won’t spoil the story as I’m sure you’ll
be able to read about it elsewhere in this issue, but suffice to say it was a
very impressive sight. And despite the trial and tribulations I’m glad we
made the effort to persevere with the T16S and take it over for the
event. Special mention must go to the others in the UK convoy as we
met a great bunch of people and their kindness was appreciated –
especially when waiting for my stricken C900 on the way home.

The hospitality shown to us by the organisers and other
participants was amazing, and something I’d like to think we could
replicate if we ever hold our own C900 day. Which is something I’m
keener to do than ever. One thing I’m confident I’d like it to be is a
driving rather than static event as almost all the UK owners felt most
of the fun was from the drive to and from the day. It won’t happen
this year, but I think 2011 should give me enough time to get
something organised, with your help.

So that’s it for now. I promise to have another register for the
next issue, hopefully along with some other Saab-related articles.
Until then, please keep your e-mails, calls and letters coming, and for
the latter please make sure you use my new address – opposite.

Cheers, Graeme

Registrations

Name Year Registration Model
Richard Collett 1993 L422 FVS C900i Aero 16v 3-door

Mileage: 141500 miles 
Black. I have fitted Aero vent covers,
Sunroof wind deflectors, Clear front
indicator lenses and Red rear decor panel
so far!

James Stratton 1990 H755 YYT c900T16S 3-door
Chassis NO: YS3AD35L0M5009523
Mileage: 142,000 miles 
Finished in Blue

Christian Sawers 1987 RKS 197S Model 900 Turbo 8v 2-door
Mem No: 020353 
Mileage: 177,500 
Colour: Gold with Brown Velour Interior

Tim Waterhouse L311 MMY 900 T16S Convertible
Membership no: 019411 
Chassis No: YS3AD75L3P7004767
Metallic Black with Sand Beige Leather
Mileage: 144,087 
Bought 23 September 2006 
Originally Registered 30 March 1994
Mechanical cond 8 
Interior cond 7 
Bodywork cond 7

Mark Roles 1988 E900 ECN Saab 900 T16S 2-door, Black

Mark Chapple F879 0PA C900 T16s 3-door
Grey with Buffalo Leather 
Mileage: 90,000 miles

Kevin Woolnough J91 LRK C900 S Aero Turbo 3dr 
Chassis No: YS3AD35S8M7015761
Mileage: 72,700 miles 
Membership No: 017502 
Platana Silver with Angora velour 

All correspondence to:

GRAEME LAMBERT, Saab c900 Registrar, 
8 Yew Street, Houghton Regis, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU5 5PA

Telephone: 07824 902636   E-mail: Saabc900@hotmail.com

NB Please ensure all correspondence is marked c900 Registrar

SS MOTORS SOUTHAMPTON

SAAB specialists with
many years experience
Phone for a quote for servicing & repairs –
All models catered for
• Tech2 Diagnostics • Original SAAB parts
• Mechanical Repairs • Annual Service
• Tyres & Balancing • Used Car Sales

Telephone: 023 8044 4119   www.ssmotors.co.uk
Unit 8, Spitfire Quay, Hazel Road, Woolston, Southampton, SO19 7GB
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All correspondence to:
JOHN CROOK

57 Brett Green, Upper Layham,
Ipswich, Suffolk IP7 5LX

Telephone: 01473 827557   
E-mail johnthecrook@btinternet.com

With the happenings that have been surrounding the fate of the
manufacturer of Saab cars I have been looking back upon my
association with the cars. This reminiscing was brought into sharper
focus by the ‘advertisement’ on page 51 of the March/April edition of
‘Driver’, our first car was a 99 Combi in a shade of Light Green that
could only be described as ‘pea’ green. The car had been ‘butchered’
by a previous owner, the twin carbs were not twins and the auto box
oil was mixing with the diff oil resulting in a horrible mess and me
changing the 99 for a 900EMS. I happened to see the car later in
Southend and spoke to the owner. He had bought it very cheap at
auction and subsequently found that his neighbour was a Saab trained
mechanic, this resulted in a rebuilt engine and gearbox giving the new
owner a superb car. Whatever happened to YHJ 60S later? Whatever
happened to 99 Combis? Are they allied to hen’s teeth and rocking-
horse rose manure? Answers please on a postcard!

The headlamp plastic replating is still under investigation, any
enquiries that I make usually end up with the person saying ‘let me
know when you are successful, because I want some done’. I still am
of the opinion that cars less than 30 years old that are due for
restoration will require their headlamps overhauling.

Talking of headlights, during the cold weather some fog came
down in our area. I noticed that the upward glare produced by the
modern headlight was enough to produce a glare that made seeing
in the fog difficult. Also the dip cut-off is so poor that it doesn’t look
much different to the main beam. I think that vehicle lighting
development has gone backwards in the last few years and has
become a triumph for fashion over practicality. Furthermore, the
new amber indicator bulbs do not give such a good ‘indication’ that

the light is operating as the old clear bulbs and amber lenses. LEDs
are the best for sidelight, stoplights and indicators. Although Audi is
now fitting LED headlights, Bea and myself have found that LED light
colour tends to overpower the colours that it is illuminating. We live
in the country and when using LED cycle lamps the line between the
road and grass is not very clear as they both appear LED colour.

I am late with 9000 updates because the way that I stored the info
on my computer did not work very well, in fact it didn’t work at all!
So bear with me, it will be updated in the next issue.

That was going to be all for now but disaster! On the way to
Putney (in London) smoke came out from under the bonnet as we
approached Epsom, stopped, opened the bonnet and found that the
air-con compressor had seized and its clutch therefore had burnt
out. Turned off the air-con and carried on. Trouble was that the
pulley bearing had lost its lubricant so was getting noisy. However,
made it to Putney and back home but when I went to start the car
an hour later there was a bang as the drive belt became non-
continuous. Borrowed father-in-law’s Peugeot and went to see local
Saab garage. As you probably know my 9000CSE has been altered
slightly with an intercooler, Aero clutch, big bore exhaust and the
ECU has been modified by this local garage. I think that this local
garage is better than the Saab recommended tuning because Abbotts
give you personal attention and tell you how to modify your car for
your personal desires. When you are spending good money you
want something that suits you and your Saab.

I will let you know in the next edition what sort of a good job that
Giles and his merry men make of the 9000.

John

IS SUMMER 
ROUND THE
CORNER?
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New Registrations

Jackie Tomney Membership No. 020540D-10 registers his 9-5 TiD colour Blue
(photograph below)

Mary Ager registers here 9-5 Estate colour Grey (picture below).

Marc Eden, membership number 020550 registers his 9-5 Aero Estate colour Black.
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9-5REGISTER

The recent news of the deal between General Motors and Spyker
has eased the uncertainty of the past few months not only for the
Saab mark, the dealers and factory workers but also for the Saab
owners like ourselves. We will be able to look forward to many
more years of Saab motoring knowing that the Saab mark will not be
disappearing forever. There are also exciting times ahead with the
launch of the new 9-5 and other new models.

9-5 Register Article
There seems to have been a bit of a malaise among ‘Driver’ readers,
particularly the 9-5 in submitting material to me for inclusion in the
magazine. This magazine is your magazine and I am sure that some
of you must have some interesting experiences that we could pass
on to other readers. Copy for the magazine would be gratefully
received.

Saabs in the Antipodes
I have recently been on my third trip to Australia and have noticed a
growing number of Saab cars over there. Most of them are in
absolutely superb condition considering the areas they come from
were mainly on the coast, Perth and Albany in Western Australia and
Sydney in New South Wales, and subject to sea air and salt, an
example is shown in the picture below. The increasing number
actually puzzles me a little as they are extremely expensive with the
9-5 currently ranging from A$43,000 to A$84,000 depending on
model. This equates, at the current exchange rate, to between
£26,000 and £51,000. Prices are high due to the fact that all
European cars are taxed as luxury cars and therefore have a higher
rate of import tax.

It has been really good to see this increase and see that people
over there are not put off by the higher taxes and are buying Saabs.

GOOD NEWS AT LAST

All correspondence to:  

TIM, JULIAN AND TREVOR BAYES

10 Barrington Avenue, Jessops Wood, The Reddings, Cheltenham GL51 6TY
Telephone/Fax: 01452 855551   

E-mail: 9-5@saabclub.co.uk
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My 99 EMS is at the body shop for some fresh paint and progress
is sporadic on my, dare I say it, Citroen AX sprint/rally car!

Fortunately I have received a nice article from my two good
friends in Sweden, Johan Josefsson and Nicolina Hübert; they
both serviced in this year’s Monte Carlo Historic Rally. When we
stayed at their home last year for the Saab festival and the
Midnight Sun Rally, Johan serviced for two 99 EMS rally-
prepared cars, one of which was driven by a previous works

Saab competitor, Hans Sylvan. Johan runs and owns a rally
service company, if you need service or even want to hire a
Saab rally car for competing in Sweden or Europe Johan is your
man, have a look at his website for more details www.hrrs.se

I have included some photographs from last year’s Midnight
Sun Rally, Stig Blomquist won this rally in a David Sutton Escort,
after the Audi was disqualified, I hope you enjoy them.

Dave Barrow

It’s been very quiet the last few months with regards to Motorsport, hopefully that will
change as the warmer weather arrives. I too have been quiet on the competing front over
the last few seasons since I decided to retire the Sonett from competing.

Special Member Offer.

25%* OFF RAC Breakdown Membership.
This year, next year, every year.

As a Member of Saab, this offer is available to you and your immediate family** 
at enrolment or renewal. Calls may be recorded and/or monitored.

*Discounts are based on standard RAC retail prices at the time of application with payment on a continuous
annual basis, prices may vary if payment is by other methods. 
**Immediate family members are those who are related to you and live in the same household, up to a
maximum of 4 additional people. Offer applies to personal based cover, does not apply to RAC Solutions and
cannot be used with any other promotion. Full terms and conditions apply, which are available on request.

Join now from only £32.25* 
at rac.co.uk/join/member

or call 0800 581 077 
quoting code: DT 1014
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The Bulldog contains five rallies within a rally. The Historics,
as part of the HRCR competition, provide the most cars, but
at the top of the tree is the International Rally for modern
cars. The International event draws rally teams from across
Europe. There were even cars there with Finnish number
plates. The heavy sponsorship that supports the modern cars
means the organisers put on more of a show than is usual
with club-type events, so starts and finishes were
accompanied by all sorts of razzamatazz.

The location is superb. Newborn lambs were springing around
in the fields and the area is picture-postcard perfect. There are
amazing chapels in the villages and the rally passes a living
steam railway along most of its line. The event was also blessed
with perfect rally weather. The rain the week before had made
the surface nice and wet, and the sun came out on Saturday for
the event. The stages themselves have a challenging mix of
corners and surfaces, and a good variety of very fast straights
but still plenty of twisty sections.

Last time it appeared in ‘Driver’ the Polar Bear was being

fished out of the ditch I had put her in on the Flanders Rally last
year. Shortly after that, the engine blew a gasket. It had to be
rebuilt and we also installed a quicker steering rack over the
closed season. The car only ran for the first time a couple of
weeks prior to the Bulldog.

Heavy work commitments meant there was little chance of
testing before the event, but by a stroke of luck a contact at the
Peugeot Challenge put us on to a test day the weekend before.
The car ran beautifully on the test day. I felt it was the first time
I had got anywhere near driving it well since we put it on the
road. Unfortunately I messed up the braking for a corner and hit
some hay bales. The damage wasn’t serious, but it biffed the
wing that had only just recovered from its visit to the ditch in
Flanders. Malbrad, who prepare the Polar Bear, rose manfully to
the challenge of repairing the car in time for the Bulldog and we
all met up in Wales for the scrutineering on Friday.

It was our first event of the season and the intention was to put in
a safe performance and get the car round in one piece. As a result
our times were pretty shoddy, but there are some improvements. We
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Bulldog Rally
27 March, 2010

Competitors, media, supporters, marshals and organisers descended on the small town of
Welshpool in Wales for the Bulldog Rally 2010. With around 2,000 people involved directly in
the rally, the event probably doubles the number of people already in the town. By the evening
it was so full it was really difficult for anyone just arrived to find places to eat or stay in.
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were keeping pace with our nearest competitors, perhaps a little
closer than we were on the last gravel event. This may not sound
like progress but we had several big moments on the previous
occasion and were driving quite hard. This time out we were driving
within ourselves by quite a margin, but keeping the times without
any ‘big moments’.

Andy, the navigator, didn’t have his best event. By the second
stage he had taken quite ill, upset by new spectacles and some
ill-advised orange juice. He manfully kept with the programme
but it is difficult to take your co-driver seriously when he’s
choking on his own vomit between instructions. I was glad to
spill petrol on myself at service to cover the smell.

The car went well, until the start of Stage 9. We were queuing
for the stage start and I thought I noticed the water temperature
gauge flick (usually best to keep these thoughts to yourself). At
five seconds to go I built the engine speed up to 4000 revs and,
on go, eased out the clutch. There was very little grip, as I
changed up into second, within 20 yards of the start, there was
a very loud bang from under the car. It sounded like we had lost

the exhaust. The adrenaline was pumping, we pressed on with
the car producing impressive tractor noises and the water
temperature working itself off the scale.

It turned out the radiator had split a tube about four inches
long, we’d lost all the water and unfairly challenged the
engine, which spat out its head gasket. We got to the end of
the stage, staggered on to an area we could get some phone
reception, and retired from the event, one stage short of a
finish. For a change we managed to break down next to a
reservoir in a most beautiful spot on a nice sunny day. Nine
times out of ten when I have retired on an event (and, damn it,
it probably isn’t far off ten times now) it has been in some
miserable spot, at the furthest point from service and very,
very cold waiting to be rescued.

The boys from Malbrad had to come and tow us in so it was a
dispiriting end to what promises to be a regular event on our
rally calendar. We had hoped to do so much better. Still I
suppose you need to have a bad rally in order to really
appreciate when you’ve had a good one.
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Ready for the off, approaching Main Time Control 0,
the very start of the event

Jim Valentine, Driver Andy Harris, Navigator

Car on stage, early on as car is still clean

TEAM
JAYHAWK 
Jim Valentine 
and Andy Harris
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Rally 
Monte Carlo
Historic
as seen from our service car,
Saab 99 1974
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Let me begin to tell you about the
service car. It’s a Saab 99 from 1974. It’s
not orange, it’s India yellow. Johan
welded two roof carriages together and
it has space for 14 extra tyres. Inside he
arranged it with a box, which he bought
from an old police car. Three drawers
with locks, very handy. I don’t know if
the space for the five extra gasoline
holders was thought about but they
suited very well in a spot, in the back.
The 99 was very loaded with spare parts,
tools and our luggage. A mix among
snow chains, tuxedo and gasoline!

This was the 13th historic rally in
Monte Carlo. You can start from five
different places around Europe.
Copenhagen in Denmark, Bad
Hombourg in Germany, Barcelona in
Spain, Turin in Italy and Reims in
France. If you start from Copenhagen
you have 1965km to Monte Carlo. So
did the girls in the Austin A40 from

1961, Veronica Moe, driver and Renee
Nordlie, co-driver, both from Norway.
Veronica drove all the way from
Copenhagen to MC in two days. Lack
of sleep is common in this rally.

One of the other cars was a Saab 96
Two Stroke from 1960. Behind the
steering wheel sat Ivar Aage Moe and
next to him Björn Lie, both Norweigian
citizens. In the other car, sat Ivars wife
Ingrid Moe and next to her, Anna
Sylvan. As you can see this is a family
gathering. Veronica Moe is the
daughter of Ivar. The lady Ingrid is
driving the VW 1500 s from 1965 with
big success. They ended up second in
the ladies’ class.

The Saab and the VW started in Bad
Hombourg, next to Frankfurt, Germany.
They had only 1181km to drive to MC.

The VW did great but we had some
work with the other two cars on the
transport section. Both the Saab and

the A40 didn’t co-operate with the
snow mixed rain. Electric and water
doesn’t go together.

The rally attracted 340 participants.
They drove the transport to MC and
then they drove 14 regularity roads on
asphalt, snow and ice. The regularity
roads were between 20 and 71km.
Great fun on mountain roads!

The car classes are split in 
four groups:
• Before 1961
• 1962-1965
• 1966-1971
• 1972-1979

There were more Saab cars that
competed. Saab 99 EMS, V4 and a
Sonett III were there struggling.
Altogether it was 40 different car
brands in the rally. The worriers who
drove were from 24 countries. Mostly
European teams.
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For the friends and family that joins it
will be a splendid time in a luxury
environment and for the competitors –
fight and joy. The Alps are really thrilling
and stunning. South of France is great
for food, friendly people and the sun
visited the area a lot. OK, it snowed in
MC the first day on the rally. The
organisers never had seen anything like
it before. The Mediterranean looked
different with snow falling.

When the Two-Stroke reached Monaco

the problems with the engine went away,
but we were trying to help the girls in the
A40 a lot. It ended up with a plastic bag
with snow on the distributor cap held on
with scotch tape, very professional.

There is no time to do any proper
repairs at all. The time is limited and the
cars are held in ’Parc ferme’ when they are
parked. It’s a challenge for the car builder
as well as for the drivers/co-drivers.

The hotels are many stars, I don’t
remember how many, but The Fairmont

in Monte Carlo as well as Monte Carlo
Bay Hotel offered a great environment.
Superb service on top of everything.

The winning car was an Opel Kadett
from 1978 with Monsieur Jose Lareppe
driving and Monsieur Joseph Lambert
reading the map.

On second place came two Italians
with their Porsche 911. Signor Mario Sala
and Signor Maurizio Torlasco. Third
place: Monsieur Bruno Saby and
Monsieur Denis Giraudet both from
France in a Renault Alpine A 110 1600S
from 1971.

I am very happy to have experienced
the Rally Monte Carlo Historic. Especially
happy because the 99 worked all the way.
The problems with our brakes were tiny
compared with the work we had to do up
in the mountains. Ivar Moe, who drove
the Two-Stroke, is a man with big heart
and he said: “If we have problems with
the service car, we have to have a service
car for the service car”.

For more information about the rally
go to www.acm.mc – if you are interested
in hiring a Saab to enter a rally in
Europe, please take a look at www.hrrs.se

Johan (Sweden)

MOTORSPORT
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We have had a great response from all concerned, our thanks
to all those who have supported and encouraged us so far. The
event itself doesn’t launch until June at the Chatsworth Rally
Show. We will officially launch our team at the Goodwood
Festival of Speed in July. We hope to have the team numbers up
to ten by then, so come on anybody wavering and join in the
adventure of a lifetime.

Team members and supporters were canvassed for a suitable
name from this short list: Team Carlsson, Team Carlsson 50,
Team Saab Re-Bjorn, Saab Historic Rally Team, Saab RAC
Team• Team Erik, Team Saab

As you would expect for such an individualistic marque there
were plenty of votes for all the above and several new

suggestions to boot (we are
slightly sad for Saaboteurs

and Carlsson Black
Label not making the

final choice). In the
vote taken of the
team and its
supporters we
have settled on
‘Saab Historic

Rally Team’ which
was the most

popular choice by a
small margin. So we

have a name at last.

The Saab Historic Rally Team so far:
• Chris Nutt/Chris Parkes Saab 96 Two-Stroke B1
• John Goff/David Winstanley Saab 96 V4 C3
• Colin Hope/Nicholas Patrick Saab 96 V4 C3 
• Nick Pinkett/? Saab 96 Two-Stroke B1
• Richard Simpson/Debbie Myers? Saab 96 V4 B4
• Jim Valentine/Andy Harris Saab 96 Two-Stroke B1
• Patrice Wattine/? Saab 96 Two-Stroke B1
• Magic/? Saab 900 (open rally)

We’ve had a fair bit of publicity for the team lately, with
articles in Motorsport, twice in Motorsport News, on the RAC
website and now Octane are planning a piece. David Winstanley
runs Acceleration TV so we might get more than thirty seconds
of attention on the event DVD.

www.pistonheads.com/gassing/topic.asp?f=23&t=819594&n
mt=RE has a debate on the CEO of Spyker doing 
the Mille Miglia in a Saab 93 so we’ve planted a team story in
the forum.

Jim Valentine recently got an entry to the Goodwood 
Festival of Speed Forest Stage and he would be delighted to
catch up with any of you going along, come and say hello in the
rally paddock.

Anybody wanting to get involved with the team 
should drop an e-mail to xandj@btinternet.com
The Roger Albert Clark website is at
www.rogeralbertclarkrally.org

Our team assault on this year’s Roger Albert Clark Rally now stands at a
staggering eight cars! Support for the team has come from many quarters already. 

SAAB
Historic Rally Team
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Safety Vests 
Code:(875-877)

From £7.00
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CLUBSHOP

Saab Umbrellas  
Code:(879)

£14.50

Saab Car Mats  
(to order) Code:(12)

£38.50

Saab Calculator  
Code:(54)

£3.50

Baseball Caps  
Code: Black (791)

Navy (792)

£14.50

Tax Disc Holder  
Code:(22)

£1.00

Car Sticker  
Code:(24)

£4.00

Saab Pens  
Blue/Gold Pen Code:(53)

£2.50

Key Fobs  
SOC Code:(201)

£3.00

Saab Silk Tie
New Design
Code:(684) £12.00

Saab Polo Shirt  
Code:(500) 
Sizes: s-m-l-xl

£17.00 Saab plain black enamel on
chrome, black leather  Code:(206)

Bow Tie 
Code:(685)

From £8.00

Your suggestions are invited
for items you would like to 

buy from your shop

Windscreen
Sticker  
Code:(21)

£1.20
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Phone: 01780 720541 
Fax: 01780 729066 

E-mail: shop@saabclub.co.uk 
Molly Kenchington (Shopkeeper) 32 Kelthorpe Close, Ketton, Stamford, Lincs. PE9 3RS

For Credit Card Payment please complete the following:

Cardholder’s Name:

Card Number

Date of issue:                   Date of Expiry: Signature:

For correspondence please include a SAE – Include your Membership No with all orders – Cheque/PO payable to SAAB OWNERS CLUB OF GREAT BRITAIN LTD 

SOC Branded Goods – prices as shown
Car Mats (to order) (12) £40.50
Grille badges (22) £14.50
Windscreen Stickers (21) £1.20
Car Stickers (24) £4.00
Tax Disc Holder (22) £1.00
Red/Gold Pen (50) £2.50
Pearl/Silver/Black Pen (54) £2.50
Blue/Gold Pen (53) £2.50
Mugs (‘Driver’) (41) £5.00
Mugs (SOC) (42) £5.00
Calculators (54) £3.50
‘Driver’ Binder (62) £6.50
Saab Umbrellas (SOC) (879) £14.50
Safety Vests (SOC M, L, XL) (875-877) £7.00
Saab DVDs (awaiting deliveries) (878) £TBA

Lapel Badges – all at NO62 £2.50
SOC (101)
Saab Scania enamel (102)
Saab Scania resin (103)
Saab – green (105)
SOC Cloth Badge 3” dia (191)
Saab Lapel Badge (109)

Car-shaped Lapel Badges – all at £2.50
95 in blue, green, 
red, orange (120)

Car-shaped Lapel Badges – all at £2.50
96 V4 in green, red, 
orange, white (130)
99 in blue, red, 
white, black (140)
900 in white, 
green, red, silver (150)

Key Fobs – all at £3.00
SOC (201)
Saab plain black enamel on
chrome, black leather (206)

Car-shaped Fobs – all at £3.00
For 95, 96V4, 99 and 900 in various colours

Clothing

All T-shirts and polo shirts have either the Club logo
or Saab ‘Driver’ logo – please ask.

T-Shirt (S, M, L, XL) (400) all at £13.00

Polo Shirt (S, M, L, XL) (500) all at £17.00

White/Navy Polo Shirts all at £17.00

ladies’ (546) (14) (547) (16)

men’s (548) (M, L, XL)

Sweatshirts (S, M, L, XL) (700) all at £18.00

Silk Ties Saab 96 in green (662) £6.80

Tie – New Design (684) £12.00

Bow Tie (685) £8.00

Scarves in red or sky blue (670) £9.60

Safety vests (M, L, XL) (875) £7.00

Baseball caps (Black & Navy) (791/2) £9.50

Saab Models awaiting delivery of new stock
£7.50 + £12.50

Description Order Code PriceDescription Order Code Price Description Order Code Price

POSTAGE AND PACKAGING: Items £5.00 and under 75p – Items over £5.00 p&p £2.50 – Items £10.00 and over p&p £3.50

Please use a separate piece of paper if you don’t wish to spoil your ‘Driver’ – remember to incorporate all relevant information.

Code Description Colour Size Model Year Quantity Price

Name: SOC No:

Address:

Postcode:

Tel: Date:
Please state method of payment (delete as applicable): Cheque/Visa/Mastercard/ Eurocard/Postal Order/Sterling Travellers Cheques. Please do

not staple cheques to order form. Due to bank charges we are unable to accept credit card payments for less than £10.00.

Cardholder’s Billing address inc Postcode

Delivery address if different from above

Total Cost £

At last a few moments to write some shop news. I hope you all
enjoyed Easter and are looking forward to the Summer.

As promised in the last Club Shop – we are hoping to make
the shop even better than before so I am looking into several
new ideas in order to have more choices.

The safety vests have been re-introduced – this time bearing
our SOC logo which I think might be more interesting. For
sometime it has been compulsory to have these on view in our
cars when we visit Europe – but I think this now applies here.
We have all the usual sizes in stock.

New ideas are always welcome and I think with a bit of pestering
and cajoling on my part – almost anything is possible – so state

your preferences please and I will continue the search. I am still
looking into the supply of some more model cars, DVDs and the
coasters which you all seemed to like. By the time the next Club
Shop news is written – I hope some or all of these will be available.

I am still building my photograph album of your Saabs – so
don’t forget – when you have some spare moments – send me
your pictures by e-mail.

Sorry the news is a bit sparse this time but at the moment it’s
all work – both inside and outside the house – not to mention
end of year business matters.

Best wishes. 
Molly

Purchase online by secure catalogue at www.saabclub.co.uk CHEQUES PAYABLE TO SAAB OWNERS CLUB OF GB Ltd_____             
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PRODUCTOFFER

We have six bottles of Meguiar’s Gold Class™Rich Leather Cleaner/Conditioner to give away to six lucky readers. To enter, simply fill in
the missing word and post, e-mail or fax back – please see the details below:

Rich Leather/Conditioner is ideal for cracked, perforated and ............................................................. surfaces.

Name: SOC Membership No:

Address

Postcode: Tel  

Please post, e-mail or fax entries to: Anne Szpindor • Mypec, The Old Pottery, Fulneck Leeds, LS28 8NT. 
Fax no: 0113 255 6887   e-mail: annes@mypec.co.uk 
Entries close 1st June 2010. The winners will be the first ten correct entries drawn at random.

Meguiar’s unveils 
THE LATEST
LEATHER
CLEANER/
CONDITIONER

The popular Gold Class™ Rich Leather
Cleaner/Conditioner is now available in
an easy to use gel and a convenient
pump dispenser. The all-new
revolutionary formulation cleans,
conditions and protects fine leather as
well as providing UV protection to help
prevent premature aging and fading.

This gentle formula has been created
to provide a simple and highly effective
one step solution that offers all the care
and protection of traditional lotions,
without leaving behind a white residue or
artificial gloss. These characteristics
make the formula ideal for use on all
leather surfaces, including those that are
cracked, perforated or stitched.

The Gold Class™ Rich Leather
Cleaner/Conditioner formula offers an
easy-to-use solution for maintaining a
luxurious appearance on all your leather
surfaces. The dual formula not only
cleans, removing dirt and grime, but also
protects using premium conditioners and
aloe to nourish the leather and maintain
a supple look and feel.

The Meguiar’s Gold Class™ Rich Leather
Cleaner/Conditioner, along with the full
range of Meguiar’s products, is available
from all good independent accessory
shops, by calling 0870 241 6696 
or direct from Meguiar’s website
www.meguiars.co.uk

Meguiar’s, the leading manufacturer of automotive
surface care products, has announced the latest addition
to its Gold Class™ range with a new formula Rich
Leather Cleaner/Conditioner.
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PLEASE
PRINT

CLEARLY

Two-Stroke

95 V4

96 V4

90

99

900

9000

9-3

9-5

Cars Wanted

Wanted

Bits and Pieces

Misc

ADVERTISING RATES FOR SMALL ADS
TICK CLASSIFICATION:

Please PRINT CLEARLY or preferably TYPE on separate sheet. Use separate sheet if there is not
enough space on this form. Use correct punctuation. Copy the form if you wish to use more
than one classified section. ONLY ONE ADVERTISEMENT PER FORM WILL BE ACCEPTED. 

We regret that ONWARD GOING advertisements cannot be accepted, all ads will be accepted
on a first come, first served basis. It is not always possible to include photographs, we apologise
if yours is not included. We cannot accept responsibility for errors or omissions arising from
illegible submissions. COPIES OF ‘DRIVER’ are available to NON-MEMBER ADVERTISERS upon
request. Please add to your cheque an extra £4.00 per copy plus 50p p&p.

MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS MUST BE QUOTED ON ALL COMPLETED FORMS

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

I enclose a cheque for

Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Telephone No:

I agree the wording of the advertisement is true.

Signed: Date:

REMEMBER TO INCLUDE YOUR ASKING PRICE,
and YOUR TEL. NO. within the advertising panel.

PLEASE NOTE THIS ADVERTISING FORM MUST
ACCOMPANY ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Advertisements on the web ads site will not 
automatically be included within the ‘Driver’ unless 
re-submitted on this form.

IMPORTANT NOTES

£            :

Please send cheque (to SOC) and form to:

DAVE GARNETT,
GORSEY FIELD HOUSE,
BIRTLE,
BURY, BL9 6UD

DEADLINE – JULY/AUGUST 2010
28 May 2010

Please make cheques payable to:
The Saab Owners Club of
Great Britain Ltd

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS
Abbott Racing............................17

APL Saab ..................................49

B & D Specialist Cars ................63

Bourne Motors ........................63

Central Saab Specialist ..............17

Chris Hamley ............................63

Chris Knott ................................4

Classic 900................................20

Concept Saab ..........................17

Cover Systems ........................63

Ealing Saab ................................31

Higher Oak.............................. 63

Humberside Saab .................... 13

Mark Arnold..............................63

Motorvation ..............................47

Neo Bros. ..................................2

Neuton Tyres ............................64

Orpington Saab ..........................7

Partsforsaabs.com......................20

Perry and Prouse ......................17

Peter Best Insurance....................7

RAC..........................................51

Reg Morris Garages ..................31

Saab Style..................................31

Saabtec ....................................46

S S Motors ................................47

Stainless Steel ............................31

Turners Hill Garage ..................46

Valley Saab ................................17

Volsaa Engineering ....................20

If you are a trader, the law requires that you
state ‘Trade’

NO. 
OF WORDS

MEMBERS
ONLY

NON
MEMBERS

UP TO 
36 FREE £10.00

UP TO 
57 £5.00 £14.00

UP TO 
72 £9.00 £22.00

HIGHLIGHTED
COLUMN £23.00 £34.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
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900
900i Manual ‘G’ Reg
1990, 2.0L, three door, Red. 103,000 miles.
Interior pretty good, apart from headlining. Six
months TAX. Six months MOT. Needs TLC.
£500. Mob: 07872 939121 (Leicestershire).

900i Convertible Auto
1990, White/beige leather. 144,000 miles. Tax
January 2011. MOT December. Wind
deflector. New hood 2007. Full service history.
See photo ‘Driver’ Sept/Oct 2009 
– Hills Dales Report. £1750. 
Tel: 01933 680841 (Northants).

900 Turbo 8 Special Edition
Black, 170,000 miles. Present owner 15 years.
Alloys, electric w/m/s etc. Recent clutch,
exhaust and windscreen. Full service history.
MOT run out, need new front tyres. 
£1000 ono. Garaged, bodywork good. 
Tel: 01204 852492 (Bolton).

9000
9000 CDE 2.0i
1995 model year. Scarabe Green metallic.
122,000 miles. One owner, FSH, six months
Tax and MOT. S/S exhaust, spare ignition
cartridge. Excellent inside and out. £695. 
Tel: 01484 514825 (Huddersfield).

Wanted
Classic 900 Turbo
8 Valve, 1985-1989. Project for enthusiast.
Body condition, interior and gearbox
unimportant but engine must be good. 
Must be two door or three door. 
Proximity to Lancashire helpful. 
Very cheap or free, please! 
Tel: 01695 571727 (Lancashire).

Bits and Pieces
99/900 Classic Towing Mirrors
Saab original, two sets, standard fitting
£7.50. Wider wheel arch trim fitting £9.50.
P&P £7.50 per set. Further details 
iandtq1@waitrose.com
(Newcastle Upon Tyne).

Set of Hood Covers
Classic 900 Convertible 1990. Hardly used so
only reasonable and fair offers please. 
georgetowell@hotmail.co.uk 
(Near Burnley).

Genuine Saab Roofrack
Plus four load stops for 900/9-3 
(1997-2000) unmarked. 
Buyer collects. £40. 
Tel: 01223 292093 
(Cambridge).

Various
T16 K & N air filter £18. Kenlow engine
heated will fit any Saab £90. Abbot charge
cooler, matrix corrosion free to fit 900
Classic, new £900 - £450 ono asking price. 
Tel: 01732 824465 (Kent).

Misc
Cherished Registrations
A9 ARN (on retention) and K900 RAG (on
900 Convertible – obviously!). Any offers
considered. Tel: 01257 274038 (Lancashire).

Oil Leaking from Distributor
Oil seal replaced by SOC Member for Saab
900 (1984-1993) BOSCH Part No: 0237-
501010 and 900 (1993-1998) Part No: 0237-
520054. Repairs from £25 including P&P. 
Allen Timms, Tel: 01208 72429 
or e-mail: al@timms.789.fsnet.co.uk 
(Bodmin, Cornwall).

Holiday Lets
Holiday in the Algarve
Luxury apartment, sleeps six. Sea views,
pool, fully equipped kitchen. Satellite TV, two
bathrooms. Walking distance to beaches and
town. Three top golf courses nearby. 
Tel: 01277 623846 or e-mail:
alexanderalgarve@aol.com (Essex).

62 SAABDRIVER 62 SAABDRIVER 

CLASSIFIED Advertisements may also be placed on the Club website. Web advertisements can be submitted
using the web advertisement form. Access via: www.saabclub.co.uk and click on web adverts.

Trade advertisements will not be accepted. 

Anyone in the business of
selling goods or services

related to the motor car, as
a general rule, can advertise

in the ‘Driver’. 
If Members can

recommend a service or
would like to suggest
someone to our Sales

Executive we would be
most grateful, the more

revenue the Club can bring
in, the more money we
can spend on the Club.
Your Sales Executive is:

Kay Scott   
Tel: 01943 461679

kjsadvertising@btinternet.com

Display
Advertising

Log on to saabmail.co.uk
or call 0845 145 2222
for FREE online connection services

FREE Internet Connection 
for Saab Club Members
� NO CONTRACT
� NO FIXED FEES
� NO HIDDEN COSTS
� NO LIMITED HOURS
� PAY ONLY FOR THE 

TIME ONLINE

� NO SET-UP CHARGES
� NO MONTHLY BILLS
� NO LOG-ON DELAYS
� UP TO 5 E-MAILS WITH 5

MEGABYTES OF SPACE
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What really matters is
attention to detail!

• SAABS under 5 years old, 
£7k - £20k

• Most with only one previous
owner and full Franchised Dealer
service history

• Every car carries my own Parts
and Labour warranty

• Part exchange considered

Tel: 01454 412073
Mobile: 07836755499

Mark Arnold 
Dealing in 

SAABS 
for over 37 years

all vehicles personally selected & appraised

Please visit my website @
www.markarnold.co.uk 
for full details of current stock

B. & D. SPECIALIST CARS
SAAB - OUR SPECIALITY

Breaking 9000 and Classic 900
Courtesy cars available

• MOT Testing • Electronic Tuning • Tyres • Batteries • Wheel alignment & balancing •

Tel: 01303 264700 for appointment
RANGE ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HYTHE

DO YOU OWN A SAAB OR RENAULT?
CHRIS HAMLEY SAAB SPECIALIST

25 years’ experience of providing a first rate service 

at much lower rates than main dealers
Servicing • MOTs • Exhausts • Brakes • 

Clutches • Saab & Renault Parts
Specialists in all things Saab and Renault. 

Visit us for all your servicing and repairs.

Tel 01822 855001   Fax 01822 855101
The Parade, Yelverton, Car Sales at web: www.chrishamleysaabspecialist.co.uk

e-mail: chris@saab-specialists.fsnet.co.uk

MAY/JUNE 2010 63

Established 1975

1-2 Cornfield Lane
Eastbourne
East Sussex
BN21 4NE

01323
727011

BOURNE
M O T O R S

S A A B  S P E C I A L I S T S

www.bournemotorssussex.co.uk

SERVICING: No work carried out without prior
consent.Genuine parts used. 
Local collection/delivery.
Loan cars available on request.

PARTS Genuine SAAB parts stocked at all
SALES: times. We also stock a large 

selection of used SAAB parts.
Alternative brand pattern 
parts also available.

AIR-CON: Servicing & Repair

SAAB
SPECIALIST

HIGHER OAK GARAGE
Telephone 01978 661709

www.saab-higheroak.co.uk
� SALES   � SERVICE
� PARTS

SAAB Trained Technicians.
Modern, well equipped workshop.
Collection arranged.
Courtesy Car.

CHESTER
WREXHAM
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